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FA+ / the satirical
monument

Today many artists try to entice their
public to see their surroundings in
new ways, perhaps by taking a somewhat closer look at their neighbour or
their ordinary grocer. The focus of this
relational aesthetics is the framework,
the ver y recognition or staging of
what we call art, rather than any object or monument. The consequences
for the public are however an oft neglected matter, to which I will return.
In the 1990s it has become increasingly common among artists to work
with objectless projects financed with
anything from more salable works of
art, bread-and-butter jobs, or scholarships and grants. When FA+ started
work ing in this way, it was not so
common in Sweden. Over the years
they have not only left
their distinct mark – the
August Strindberg quotes
– in Drottninggatan in
downtown Stockholm;
the physical traces are
t h e f ra m e wo r k fo r t h e
intended public’s subsequent activities.
In various different group projects
under the signature of FA+, Ingrid Falk
and Gustavo Aguerre have assumed
a position in contemporary art, not
least for the purpose of problemising
ideas about the lonely genius and the
Great Artist. In the Italian pavilion at
the Venice Biennial in 1999, FA+ for
example presented a lunch on the
theme of Contagion – an international
and interdisciplinary project that was
started in 1995 in order to dirty national purity and wipe it out in various
forms of cooperation. The participants’
signatures were manifested in letter
combinations resembling long molecules (in a metaphorical extension to
be compared with the “element”, the
individual artist’s signature). FA+TLK

are by the same logic both the title
of and the signature on one of the
works produced in 2004. TLK , The
Latin Kings, were hip-hop pioneers
in musical Sweden in much the same
way as Falk and Aguerre were in the
field of art. The work of art in question
monumentalises them as naturalistic
sculptures, in the company of the artists. The flirtation with the people is
almost cheeky: the invitation of highbrow culture to youthful, popular and
chastely anti-commercial/ revolutionary movements. The question is now
whether this is not about an exchange,
a negotiation, instead of an invitation. The framework is made up of an
avant-garde world of art and a media
landscape, including the commercial
cultural arena in which
there are less commercial success stories such
as The Latin Kings, and a
system in which government scholarships and
p ro j e c t m o n e y a re a l located. Negotiations, in
short, with an unusually
large number of interested parties for
a context such as avant-garde art.
The strategy of the monument is, as
we all know, to grasp at that which
is larger than its material expression:
the thing to be attached to memory is
ideally more durable than the material
that tells its story, more established
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and reputable in wide circles. Therefore the artist as originator of a monument is more its appendix than its
signature. The form exists already in
the public consciousness, so it is just
up to the artist to call forth its memory
from the material. For this reason it is
perhaps no coincidence that spontaneous or collective works are found
among more successful monuments.
Nobody stands, so to speak, on the
shoulders of what is monumentalised,
and contents without a customer are
negotiated and established only in interaction with a public. All monuments
function like this in the end, however.
They become relational art.
This brings me to the issue of the
public in relation to relational aesthetics, or place specific art, in Falk and
Aguerre’s version. These pioneers in
the field of place specific ar t have
often employed a provocative and
activistic approach. At a release party
for Tidskriften 90tal (‘The Journal The
90s’; 1997), FA+ arranged a reception where the guests could choose
between a VIP lane for “Stockholm’s
cultural elite” and an entrance for
“immigrants/ordinary people”. Both
queues led up to the same door and
ticket window, but those
who considered themselves members of the
cultural elite were asked
by the doorkeepers about
their place of residence,
income, and occupation/
profession. Those who
did not give satisfactor y
answers had to join the “ordinar y ”
queue. The consequence was obvious
to the queuing crowd: a rebuke for the
attempt to claim rather meaningless
privileges (similar privileges make up
large par ts, however, of the award
s ys te m o f t h e n o n - p ro f i t c u l t u ra l
sphere).
The question is, as always, who the
provocations are directed at, who is
their actual target, and only finally
what the provocations are aimed at.
The message of the favourite question
of relational aesthetics, “ What will
happen if I do this?” (or the followup question, “ What would happen
i f e ve r y b o d y d i d t h i s ? ” ) b e co m e s
manifestly evident after some delay.
The privileged audience are seldom
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those who take par t in the realisation of a relational work, but rather a
bunch of invulnerable late arrivals who
laugh last and best – often at the first
audience’s inability to handle remarkable experiments in typical Candid
Camera style). Motivationally it is not
particularly effective to embarrass one’s audience. It is of
course irrelevant, if it is only
the subsequent presentation
context that is of interest, but
the whole thing is a bit unfortunate in view of avant-garde
art’s reputation and dependence on government support.
From a pedagogical point of
view it is problematic at any
rate. A natural remedy is humour and a modicum of selfdistance in the avant-garde
art world. In the case of “Stockholm’s
cultural elite” the assault/approach
is justified by the affected audience
being identical to the subsequent
presentation audience and, above
all, by this not being a work that hits
downwards. I t is possible to joke
about most things, if it is only done
in consideration of the distribution of
power among those involved.
It is quite natural that involvement in
concrete matters is not very cool – it
is difficult to express in an artistically
dissociated manner. Irony and humour
are however things that can provide
some distance, but at the cost of lost
coolness. I am thinking of a particular
example here. It is well known that
contemporar y avant- garde ar t has
certain problems with its credibility
among people in general (if they have
any opinion at all). Pretentious and
esoteric, or provocatively commonplace, both are used as terms of abuse
about artistic practitioners who, with the
best of intentions, are
trying to reach a larger
public. The prevailing
attitude is a k ind of
damn if you do, and
d a m n i f y o u d o n’ t ,
a state of alienation
that is only to be regretted. This may
explain the agitation that FA+ caused
with the blow they gave to the art
world’s dignity on TV, in the world of
ar t as well, when the ver y popular
anchorman of cultural programmes

Christoffer Barnekow turned out to
have two copies in the studio. Masked
in Barnekow’s characteristic glasses
and thick hair, FA+ manifested something of the pedagogical dilemma of
art: how to explain that a benevolent
but often condescending subculture
may actually have an important message – even be funny and enjoyable
– without at the same time foisting the
desired answer on one’s audience?
The exhibition was a convincing argument in favour of the potential of
humour and satire. To those in the
know, the Barnekow triplet was also a
refreshing contribution to the debate
on mimicry, a strategic mimesis or imitation, and the utopian “third room”,
the third way that so often figures as
the way out of binar y oppositions.
How does the authority cope with
the satirical repetition (in two parts to
boot, and only two steps behind the
original)? Rather badly, of course, on
the verge of a breakdown. The point
is that two clowns not only repeat the
anchorman’s gestures as a distorted
mirror image. They cannot be reduced
to representing themselves as an
exception or special interest. The
displaced repetition is of course the

“third room’s” specialty, combined
here with a pleasure-filled distortion
of strategic mimicry (quite in order).
The almost identical is a flattering
recognition of an authoritative subject
position, albeit in the less flattering
form of parody. But a parody of (or
on) the parody, what is that?
The death of the politically committed art is considerably exaggerated,
as has been demonstrated in no
uncertain way by the work that FA+
has been performing for twenty years.
They have shown up social charity,
development aid, or the effects of
the European Union on nationality
and other kinds of identity. The art
stage is a natural part of our common
reality, as it seeks for and creates
links that do not exist as a matter of
course. The great international interest in biennials
on contemporary art may
be seen as a symptom of
this striving for identity.
Falk and Aguerre’s artistic
careers also draw out a
g e o p o l i t i c a l a e s t h e t i c s.
The Venice Biennial has
been mentioned; in 2000 and 2002
they participated in the Buenos Aires
Biennial, in 2001 in the Tirana Biennial, in 2001 and 2003 in the Nordic
Biennial Ideologia (Gothenburg). In
2003 they arranged their own biennial:
SIKB(r) Söders Internationella Konst
Biennal (r) (‘the International Art Biennial of Southern Stockholm (r)’) with
54 participant artists.
The traffic roundabouts of
art are not only an official
culture, and the official
culture’s credibility, values
and capital can be shifted
to new tracks. The logic is
present in the collective/
spontaneous monument.
The prerequisite is a cons e q u e n ce a n a l ys i s t h at
does not play merely by
the rules of the avant-garde art world.
Halfway between the traditions of
monuments and satires, FA+ perhaps
put both the artists’ and the public’s
dignity and integrity at stake, but this
is always done with highly enjoyable
humour.
Charlotte Bydler Art Critic, Lecturer
and Curator
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ORDINARY PEOPLE
November 1983, noon. Ingrid
Fa l k a n d G u s t avo Ag u e r re m a n age to find their way to their
SAS business class flight to
Stockholm with just seconds
to spare. They are still trying
to recover from the effects
of their farewell par ty, which
ended a few hours earlier.

A tall, blonde, irritated Swedish
flight attendant shows them to
their seats. The two make themselves comfor table and order
cognac. The flight attendant, not
a little shocked, reminds them
that it is only twelve o’clock. “In
that case make them doubles,”
says Gustavo, who notices that
the other business class passengers, mostly executives, wellgroomed and elegantly dressed,
are watching him with shocked
fascination. Gustavo is not only
leaving the 23-degree weather
of Mallorca behind him, but also
years of work with art groups,
experimental theatre and street
performers. He is about to begin
a new adventure with Ingrid on a
different latitude.
A few cognacs later, at 15:30, the pair
lands at Stockholm’s Arlanda airport.
This time it’s their turn to look around
with shocked fascination. However, it
isn’t their fellow passengers, the flight
attendants, or even the meticulously
suspicious customs officers that are
the cause of their horror. It is the fact
that outside its dark, ever ything is
covered in snow, and the temperature
is sixteen degrees below zero. The
shock couldn’t be more complete.
Two of Ingrid’s friends are waiting for
them at the exit. Excitedly hopping
and yelling to them, they hug. The first
friend is wearing a leather jacket and
leather jeans, her blond hair gathered
in a ponytail sticking straight off the top
of her head like a porcupine. The other
friend is wearing worn clothing, and
has green hair. “Finally some ordinary
people,” says Gustavo.
A few days later they form their first
group in Stockholm: 1+ you, consisting
of two artists, an architect, a computer programmer, an art student and a
female friend. During three months
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residency in Sweden the group manages to design a restaurant, a bar, an
apar tment, and T-shir ts for the pop
group The Sugarcubes (featuring Björk).
They find a large studio space which
they rent, they start up an illegal club,
they go broke and disband the group.
Ingrid and Gustavo go back to Spain in
order to fulfil the necessary visa require-

ments of the Swedish authorities, and
they return to Stockholm in the middle
of 1984 to settle in Sweden.
They find a new studio in the middle of
the city, and start a new group, based
on themselves, Ånli jo (only you). They
set up exhibitions, performances, and all
sorts of events in the new space. This is
the studio where Gustavo will have his
first exhibition in Sweden: Jack the Ripper or The hunt for the missing sausage.
The exhibition invitations include a thin
slice of sausage, which is sent along
with it. The majority of the exhibited
pieces are made from sausages. There
are black sausages with green bread,
black ketchup and green mustard which
they sell at the exhibition. Gustavo receives the public wearing a jacket with
sausages sticking out from it. The exhibition is a smashing success, which brings
them media and public attention.
After a few exhibitions together and
separately, Gustavo and Ingrid form a
temporary partnership with an actor, a
musician, and a model. They write and
perform Lucia Lucia.

LUCIA LUCIA
Lucia - Lucia contains all the
characteristic components for
FA + l a t e r w o r k s . T h e y a r e c r e ated trough a collective process, there is a clear symbolism
that has it's base in the catholic culture with different mediums like performance, installation and music are blended and
food is an important element.
Lucia – Lucia was the first step
in a development and she has
returned in later works but in
a different shape. This early
w o r k i n G u s t a v o ’s a n d I n g r i d ’s
direction is even interesting in
the light of current art scene.
Already in the middle of the
’80s they were creating an art
form that today will go under
the definition of relational
aesthetics. This work together
with other pieces in the public
space, that were ephemeral
and conceptual based in its
character, establish a pre history of the development in
the public art that was going
to happen in Sweden first under the ‘90s.

bread starts gushing blood.
The large table is uncovered and Lucia’s
body is there with her hands placed
separately, to one side. Lucia’s body
is the meal. It is a realistic sculpture
made from food. The guests are invited
to start by tasting Lucia’s hands, which
are made from pâté. Her legs are made
from mincemeat, her chest is made
from potato salad. Her beautiful face is
dessert, made from lemon cheesecake.
At first there is an instinctive resistance
from the guests, but their hunger gets
the better of them, and they start
cautiously by tasting small portions of her hands. The food
is delicious, with everything
carefully prepared using the
best ingredients available.
From the initial hesitance in
sampling Lucia, the guests
become bold and playfully cannibalistic: “ the
fingers were delicious,
now I’m going to try
h e r t h i g h . . . D o n’ t
eat the chest...it’s
mine!...The nose
is for me!”.

Anna Brodow, Art Critic

In December 1987, Falk and Aguerre
sent, to twenty of the most influential
players in Stockholm’s art world at that
time, an invitation to a dinner celebrating Saint Lucia’s day. The invitation
card was quite formal and explained
that drinks would be served at 19:30, a
short presentation of the myth of Saint
Lucia would be told. Dinner would be
ser ved at 20:00. Also included was
a recommendation that attire for the
event was to be formal.
When the guests arrive, they see a
large table, covered with a white tablecloth. They can just barely make out a
body lying under the tablecloth. There
is a loaf of bread and a knife at the
master of ceremonies table. Drinks are
served along with gingerbread biscuits
in the shape of genitals. At the same
time, the macabre story of Lucia from
Syracuse is being told. It is the story
of the young woman who ripped out
her own eyes, was kidnapped, raped
and murdered and when her body was
returned to her village the hands were
missing from her corpse. The master
of ceremonies cuts the bread, and the

In Lucia Lucia
one finds all the
elements which
will figure prominently in future
FA+ work, the collective process of
creation, where
several artists participate to create
a collective work,
integrating different media, including music, acting,
installations and
the public, which
plays an active role
in the work; the preparation of the dinner
and the ritual, as well
as food being used as
creative material. Lucia would
return later, with a more mythical edge
in the FA+ piece entitled Il Cadavere
Squisito (The Delicious Corpse) which
would be presented at the Venice Biennial in 1993. The original Saint Lucia’s
remains are in Saint Jeremiah’s Church
in Venice.
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IL CADAVERE SQUISITO
a performance for pigeons
La Donna was something more than the physical manifestation of an idea from a group of
artists, she was already a public work at the
beginning of her conception. But not in the
most common use of the term. She incorporated people and neighbours in her creation.
This had less to do with the skill of the artists
rather more to do with a demand, or a plea,
from that body which was is in the process of
being created.
Ivan Ivanessievich,
Art history.

PhD

in

Philosophy

and

l Cadavere Squisito (1993) was a
life-size sculpture of a female figure, made out of bread, sitting on a
simple wooden chair. The sculpture
was installed in the centre of Saint
Marcos Square in Venice. The idea
was to let the hundreds of pigeons,
that usually cover the square and
deface the surrounding buildings,
while they amuse thousands of tourists which pass through the square,
each take a piece from this ”delicious
corpse”. This art-piece was very well
thought out concerning the choice
of material, the figure represented
and the place where it was installed
a Madonna committing suicide opposite the San Marco Cathedral by
letting the pigeons eat her up! Here
we discover two different crossings
of borders. One is physical, against
the Italian public space and the other
is of a cultural in nature, against the
Catholic Church. The intervention,
in whose development FA+ directly
participated until the moment that the
female figure is placed in the middle
of the square, involves two actors:
the woman and the pigeons. They
participate, each one according to
their own characteristic, and interact
in a specified way. The woman acting
as a bait and attracts the pigeons so
that they can play their own part in the
piece. The immediate goal is fulfilled
but in what direction really? First of all
it challenges one of the most important rules of the Catholic Church: the
8

castigation of suicide, which leads to
the banishment of the individual and
excommunication outside the catholic
community. Secondly, the work also
challenges one of the most important
symbols of the Catholic Church: the
Holy Spirit, which, instead of nourishing the woman’s soul and giving her
life, devours her like a beast. From
now on, the associations could be
endlessly multiplied. An unanticipated
coincidence was that before the pigeons could finish their ”meal”, a gang
of youngsters appear on the scene,
and in their rage, crushed the leftovers
of the female figure."
Ximena Narea, Art Historian, Critic
and Publisher
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explained the purpose of their strange activity everyone in the village wanted to pitch in and did so by
donating their stale bread to the project. The group
grounded the stale bread with eggs, water and
sugar to make a paste which they used to fill the
plaster cast. They initially had planned on letting the
cast dry in the sun but soon realised that it would
take several days for everything to dry. As a result,
they had to saw the cast in pieces and place them
in the oven to dry. The warmth of the oven made
the dough stick to the plaster cast and also gave the
bread a roasted hue, similar to a gingerbread biscuit.
Carefully, the artists managed to remove the pieces
from the cast and then sewed the pieces together
again. With La Donna in pieces in the boot of the
car, FA+ drove to Venice the day before the opening
of the Venice Biennial.

Il Cadavere is a piece of work which in many
ways forms successive circles. It plays on
the idea of that which is temporary and that
which is everlasting and how the lines that
d e f i n e t h e t w o m u t a t e a n d e n g u l f e a c h o t h e r.
Within the circles lies a work which revisits
t h e i d e a o f t h e body, and how gesture and
r i t u a l a r e s e p a r a t e f r o m e a c h o t h e r. T h i s t i m e
h owe ve r, t h e wo r k i s b r u t a l l y e x p o s e d to a
world which is hostile in both natural and
cultural terms. In this world Il Cadavere will
see her demise, and this world will be the
best witness to her holiness.

The idea of what type of work they would create
for the Venice Biennial came to light when Falk
and Aguerre told a friend about Lucia Lucia. Lucia
Lucia had been brought about by examining myths
based on human bodies that are consumed until
they are just small crumbs of what they once were
La Donna di Panne (the bread lady), as she was
referred to, was to be a representation of Venice,
a copy of Venice, a saint, a grand lady, a relic left
to her fate, left to the pigeons, left to the tourists
and the citizens of Venice.
Using this as a starting point, the group gathered in
the Italian artist Nicola Pelligrini’s studio in Chiaravalle a little village whose name comes from an old
Benedictine cloister in the outskirts of Milan. The
conception process of the sculpture was a trial in
itself and included local Italian colour. FA+ started
making the piece in the garden of Pelligrini’s house.
They began the process by making a cast of Ingrid’s
body. In order to make the cast the group first had
to cover Ingrid entirely with plaster. This naturally
brought the curiosity of the village residents to
new heights, and they found any reason to walk by
the house over and over again. When FA+ finally
10

Once they arrived at Giudecca Island they assembled La Donna’s pieces and placed her in a
seated position on a chair. On the opening day
they walked in a procession towards Piazza San
Marco. They placed La Donna in the middle of the
Piazza San Marco facing the cathedral when the
church bells started ringing to signal that it was five
o’ clock in the afternoon. They left her there with
her calm and proud expression on her face, like
a forgotten queen. They left her there so that the
pigeons would use her as a part of their performances. After a while the birds started to circle her
and like predators they started picking at her and
eating her. Then tourists and the curious picked
at her, taking pieces away as souvenirs. And so it
continued, tourists and pigeons taking turns and
picking at La Donna. When Falk and Aguerre and
their party left La Donna and the pigeons to their
fate at the Piazza San Marco.
Later that evening at Haig’s, the watering hole of
choice during the Biennial, everyone was talking
about La Donna. They spoke of her beauty, of her
sweet character, of her scent. The organisers of
the Biennial wanted to put her inside their exhibition area, someone else wanted to buy her, but
these suggestions went against what the project
was all about, and besides that, it was already too
late... At three o’clock in the morning Gustavo and
Ingrid returned to the Piazza San Marco only to find
a pile of crumbs. La Donna was totally crushed,
as was the chair she sat upon, a witness to the
extreme power that had been used to destroy her.
Witnesses to the destruction later told the artists
that a group of young Venetians had attacked her
with kicks and punches. Falk and Aguerre walked
around the Piazza San Marco to see if anything
remained of La Donna. Their search paid off. They
found one foot that was undamaged, and half of
the other one, and they also found a hand. All of
which were carefully guarded, so that the artists
could take them back to Sweden and preserve
them as Reliquias (Relics).

EXTRACTS FROM A CADAVER’S NOTE BOOK (THE TRUE STORY)

FOUR ARTISTS WITH DIFFERENT BACKGROUND
GOT TOGETHER IN AN
INTERNATIONAL / INTER CULTURAL
INTER LINGUISTIC / INTER STYLISTIC
SPACE
OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT
GENERAL IDEA:
MAKE A FIGURE/FIGURES IN BREAD
PLACE IT IN PIAZZA SAN MARCO - VENICE
TO BE EATEN BY THE PIGEONS
AS A CONTRIBUTION - COMMENTARY
TO THE BIENNALE
MEETING AT CHIARAVALLE, MILANO, NICOLA’S
(AND ROBERTO’S) STUDIO
DUTY FREE DRINKS PROSCIUTTO AND WHINE
TO BE WELCOME ON TUNE
HOT DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE FIGURE/FIGURES:
1,2,3,4? SITTING, LAYING, STANDING?
MALE, FEMALE, BOTH?
ABSTRACTIONS / CONCEPTUAL STANDARDS / ETC.
TECHNICALITIES = CAST IN PLASTER
TO GET A NEGATIVE FORM
FILL IT UP WITH BREAD-PASTE = POSITIVE IN BREAD
SOUNDS EASY
1 S T S TE P
ITALY IS THE COUNTRY OF THE GESSO (PLASTER) RIGHT?
NICOLA AND DANIEL RUN AWAY
AND COME BACK WITH 50K ”GESSO RAPIDO”
1ST TEST .........CAST OF A HAND
WAIT AND WAIT - GESSO NEVER GETS HARD
TRY AGAIN - SAME THING
WRONG GESSO -> GET NEW GESSO

DRIVING AROUND MILANO ALL DAY
(DO YOU KNOW WHAT IT MEANS TO DRIVE MILANO
LOOKING FOR UNKNOWN ADDRESSES 32° C
90% HUMIDITY RUSH HOUR?)
WHEN YOU GET THERE - WHEREVER IT IS - IT´S CLOSED
NO NEW GESSO
2N D S T E P
CHANGING METHOD / FORGET THE GESSO
WE DO THE CAST WITH ”GASA GESSATA”
(PLASTERED BANDAGE - YOU KNOW - THE ONE USED
WHEN ONE BREAKS A LEG)
EASY - SURE - AND VERY EXPENSIVE
DRIVING MILANO ALL DAY AGAIN
FROM PHARMACY TO PHARMACY ONE SMALL PACKET HERE
TWO IN THE NEXT
AND SO ON
BACK TO CHIARAVALLE
MAKE A TEST
THE GESSO SIMPLY FALLS APART FROM THE GASA
ALL PACKETS THE SAME
CONCLUSION = NEVER BREAK A LEG IN MILANO
1ST STEP REVISITED
(OBVIOUSLY THINGS WHERE GOING THEIR OWN WAY)
FINALLY NEW GESSO
IT’S GOING TO BE A (ONE) MADONNA (SITTING)
THIS GESSO NEEDS, ALSO, LONG TIME TO DRY
WHILE WORKING ON THE TORSO,
THE CAST OF THE BREAST
SLIPS
....................SLOWLY
..............................DOWN
TO DRY HALF WAY TO THE BELLY =
LONG
FLAT
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THIS IS GOING TO TAKE
A COMPLETE WEEK TO DRY
IN 3 DAYS WE SHOULD BE IN S. MARCO
LET’S PANIC NOW
4TH STEP
CONTACT BAKERS
TRY TO DRY IT WITH A TORCH
BURN CANDLES TO SAN AGUSTIN
- NOTHING LAST SOLUTION = CUT THE FORMS IN SMALL PIECES
TO MAKE THEM FIT IN A HOME-SIZE OVEN
AND DRY IT

HANGING TEATS
IT’S GOING TO BE A VERY OLD MADONNA (SITTING)
NOT ENOUGH VASELINE TO COVER ALL HAIR > WE MAKE A WIG WITH THE REFILLING OF A SOFA
- LOOKS KIND OF AFRO AWFUL
INGRID DON’T WANT TO GET THE FACE PLASTERED
- CLAUSTROPHOBIA WE DO DANIEL’S INSTEAD
IT’S GOING TO BE A VERY OLD MADONNA (SITTING)
WITH AN ESTRANGE MASCULINE EXPRESSION
AND A 60’S HAIRCUT
3 R D S TE P
BREAD EGGS SUGAR
WE’VE GOT THIS HUGE PLASTIC BAGS WITH BREAD
FROM MIMO ’IL BARBAS’ DI CHIARAVALLE
AND ALL THE NEIGHBOURS CAME ALONG
WITH THEIR BREAD TOO
(EVERYBODY IN THE VILLAGE WAS HIGHLY INTERESTED
ABOUT WHAT WE WERE DOING
PARTICULARLY THE CASTING OF THE TORSO)
BUT
IT WASN’T DRY -> SO, SLICE IT
AND LET IT DRY UNDER THE ITALIAN SUN
SMASH IT IN A PLASTIC BUCKET
SMALL ENOUGH TO MAKE A PASTE
PR O PO R TIO NS :
3 0 0 GR . B R E AD
3 E GGS
½ G LAS S S UGAR -W ATE R
FILL UP THE NEGATIVE PLASTER FORMS
WHIT THE PASTE
MAKE A SYSTEM OF RIBS (VERY ARCHITECTURAL)
TO REINFORCE THE FORM
FRONT AND BACK PARTS OF THE LEGS - ETC..
PUT THE THING UNDER THE SUN AND WAIT
AFTER ONE DAY WE WHERE SURE =
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5TH STEP
WELL, IT DID DRY IN THE OVEN
BUT THE HEAT DISSOLVED THE VASELINE
INTO THE GESSO
AND THE BREAD PASTE GOT STACKED
IN THE PLASTER SOOO MUCH
THAT WE HAVE TO PEEL IT OFF FROM IT
SURGERY WAY
SOME PARTS CAME OUT WELL
SOME NOT SO WELL
AND SOME IN THOUSAND SMALL TINY LITTLE BITS
(DARK CLOUDS ALL OVER)
6TH STEP
MAKE A FIGURE OUT OF THAT!
ROBERTO CAME UP WITH THE IDEA = SEW IT (BRILLIANT)
DRIVE MILANO ETC.. (WE LEARN RAPIDLY)
A REAL PUZZLE
FILL IT UP WITH BREAD + PASTE
GLUE WITH EGG, SEW AND TIE IN LARGER PIECES
WRAP IT IN BANDAGE
AND OFF TO VENICE
7TH STEP
BROWN IN COLOUR (LIKE A GINGER COOKIE)
BURNED HERE AND THERE
PLASTER STILL ATTACHED
WITH STITCHES ALL OVER THE BODY
OUR VERY OLD MADONNA (SITTING)
SUDDENLY TURNED OUT TO BE AN ANCIENT MUMMY
WITH AN ABSENT BUT SOFT
AND VERY PATIENCE
EXPRESSION
BEAUTIFUL WITH THE LADY IN BREAD SAFELY PLACED
C/O GIOVANNI AND GIOVANNA IN GIUDECCA
WE WENT TO THE CITY OF VENICE TO MAKE THE BARS AND
SOME (DUBIOUS) PR WORK
8TH STEP
JUST BETWEEN THE COMPOST AND THE ZUCCHINIS
(IN GIOVANNI’S AND CO. BACK YARD)
WE START PUTTING THE LADY TOGETHER
TALKING ABOUT HOW THE NIGHT BEFORE ENDED
FOR EACH ONE (LOTS OF LAUGH)
THE CHAIR STRONGLY TIED TO A FRAME
FOR TRANSPORT SAKE
THE LADY STRONGLY TIED TO THE CHAIR SAME SAKE
THE DAMAGES IN THE LEGS GOT REPAIRED
IN A ’BOY SCOUT’S’ WAY = USING BRANCHES
JUST TO KEEP’N TOGETHER

- NOBODY RESPECTS A MUMMY ANY MORE THERE, JUST BETWEEN SEA AND LAND
THE PROJECT WAS ABOUT TO GET CROSS
BY HYSTERIC TOURIST
FINALLY TIERRA
HEAVY SHE IS, I TELL YOU
NOW THE PROCESSION

AND THERE SHE WAS SITTING
AS A FORGOTTEN QUEEN
PROUD AWAKE BACK INTO LIFE
VERY PROUD

WALK BETWEEN A CROWD OF BLIND TOURIST
AND SOUVENIR STANDS
TWO BRIDGES - UP AND DOWN UNTIL THE ARCHES OF IL PALAZZO DEL DUQUE
UNTIL
SAN MARCO

NOBODY THOUGHT ABOUT THE SIZE OF THE DOOR
BUT WE MANAGE IT TO GET HER OUT
OUR WAY TO S. MARCO WAS OPEN
9 TH S TE P
GET TO S. MARCO VIA VAPORETTO OF COURSE
HOW ELSE?
GETTING IN THE BOAT WAS QUITE OK
CONTROLLER COMPLAINS = SHE IS TOO BIG
TO BE CARGO
HUMAN SIZE
WE PAID A TICKET FOR HER (BUT NOT FOR US)
TOURIST MAKE PICTURES
EVERYBODY LOOKS ASKS TOUCH
SIT INSIDE, QUIET NOW...
AT RIVA SCHIAVONI (END STATION)
EVERYBODY WANTED TO GET OUT AT ONCE /
GET IN AT ONCE
10TH STEP
PIAZZA SAN MARCO 11TH OF JUNE 17.00
QUITE EXACTLY
WE SAT HER DOWN AND UNTIED HER JUST
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PIAZZA
LOOKING AT THE CATEDRALE
FOLK - KNOW AND UNKNOWN - START PICKING ON US
WE ASK THEM TO STEP BACK AND GIVE SPACE
FOR THE BIRDS
AND SLOWLY THEY DID CAME
SHY INNOCENT PREDATORY
UNDERCOVER FLYING RATS
MAKING THEIR PERFORMANCE
AS USUAL
WE JUST LEFT HER THERE
(THE SHOW WAS HER’S NOW)
AND SAT AT FLORIANS WITH OUR FRIENDS
11TH STEP
AFTER A WILE
THE 2ND PREDATORY ATTACK WAS READY:
THE TOURISTS
TIRED OF EXHAUSTING THEIR COMPACT CAMERAS
FROM THE DISTANCE
THEY WENT FOR THE REAL THING
THEY TOUCH HER SCRATCH HER TOOK PIECES OFF HER
MADE PICTURES WITH HER, ETC..
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GOOD LUCK
14TH STEP
WE SPLIT
EXAGGERATED PARANOIA
ALL DIRECTIONS

FROM THAT MOMENT ON THE BIRDS
DIDN’T HAVE A CHANCE ANY MORE
I WONDER WHICH ONE THE VENICIANS HATE MOST
THE PIGEONS
OR THE TOURIST?
SHE WAS A CULTURAL OBJECT
PUBLIC PROPERTY
EVERYBODY UNDERSTOOD THAT
1 2 TH S TE P
THE PREDATORY OF 3RD KIND ARRIVE
ALARMED BY SOME BAR-OWNER:
THE POLICE ARRIVE
LA LAW
AND WELL INFORMED THEY COME STRAIGHT TO US
PEOPLE AMONG PEOPLE AT FLORIANS
AND ASK
IS THAT YOUR THING OVER THERE?
THE DISCUSSION WENT FOR ABOUT AN HOUR
INGRID WAS WEARING HER MOST BEAUTIFUL
SCANDINAVIAN SMILE - IRRESISTIBLE (USUALLY)
AND WE VOMIT ALL KIND OF ARGUMENTS
GOING LIKE: #¤%&& GINO DI MAGIO %¤#&&¤% BONITO OLIVA
&¤%t &¤&%”#¤” BIENALLE ”#¤%#%”#! YOKO ONO ”!¤#!½¤#
AND SOFIA LOREN!#¤”#¤”#¤ IL DUCE ”#¤!”¤””# ¤”#¤% LEGA
NORD #”¤%”#¤%” DIEGO ARMANDO MARADONA ”¤”#¤”#¤
ZUCCHINI ¤!”¤!”#¤”¤”
PATER NOSTRUM !!!!!!!!!
NO
NO PAPER NO STAMPS NO SIGNATURE
GO
WE WAIT THEM OUT, THEY DID THE SAME
SO WE PACK THE LADY
AND START TO GO
1 3 TH S TE P
AFTER WALKING 10 METERS
VERY SLOWLY
(EVERY ONE OF US THINKING WHAT A F... ARE WE GOING
TO DO WITH HER ?)
INGRID NOTICED LOUDLY = THEY ARE GONE!
THE COPS ARE GONE!
LIKE A FLASH LIGHT WE SAT HER DOWN
UNTIED HER NICELY LOOKING AT SAN MARCO
KISS HER GOODBYE
AND VANISH
NOW YOU ARE ALL BY YOUR OWN
LADY
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LATE IN THE NIGHT
100 GRAPPAS AFTER
WE MEET AGAIN AT HAIG’S
ALL PEOPLE WAS TALKING ’BOUT HER
BELLISIMA! SAID GINO AND HE SAW HER
LONG AFTER MIDNIGHT STILL SITTING THERE
PEOPLE FROM ALL TV’S WERE THERE WE HEAR
ACHILLE AND THE HEAVY BOYS WANT HER
AT THE BIENNALE’S AREA
A MUSEUM IN MINNESOTA GOT A CHECK READY
SOMEBODY WANTED TO MARRY HER
WE PRETEND NOT TO KNOW
WHAT THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT
WE SPLIT AGAIN
LOOKING FOR SHELTER IN SOMEBODY’S
SILENT BODY
15TH STEP
03.00 IN THE MORNING (NIGHT)
INGRID AND GUSTAVO
(REINFORCED BY PIA AND KATARINA)
PASS BY THE SCENE OF THE CRIME
(THEY ALWAYS COME BACK)
NOTHING AT FIRST SIGHT
BUT THEN
THERE, IN THE MIDDLE OF THE PIAZZA
A BUNCH OF GARBAGE

GETTING CLOSE
IS
RAPE VIOLATION EXTERMINATION HOMICIDE?
WHAT’S THE RIGHT WORD FOR DESTROYING
A LADY
IN BREAD
SITTING THERE PEACEFULLY
WITH AN ABSENT EXPRESSION
BUT SOFT
AND VERY PATIENT
LIKE
WAITING?
DESTRUCTION - PLAIN DESTRUCTION
ART
CULTURE
CIVILISATION
BIENALLE
AND US
1 6 TH S TE P
THE END
SEARCHING BETWEEN THE REMAINS
WE FIND OUT THAT
THE FACE AND THE BREAST ARE COMPLETELY MISSING
A FOOT A ½ FOOT AND A HAND
ARE FOUND FAR AWAY FROM THE BODY
THE REST IS JUST PIECES OF BROKEN BREAD
THE CHAIR IS COMPLETELY DESTROYED
BY HARD (FOCUSED) WORK
BUT
THERE IS ALWAYS SOME KIND OF HAPPINESS
IN AN END
AT LEAST IT IS THE END

(ONE THING IS CLEAR - LIKE IN THE KILLING OF JFK
WE WILL NEVER KNOW WHO DID IT
TOO MUCH PEOPLE HAVE TOO MUCH TO LOOSE
IF THE STORY HIT THE NEWS)
FOR A VERY LAST TIME
WE KISS HER
FAREWELL
MAY THE STREET CLEANERS OF VENICE
DO THEIR WORK
FAREWELL LADY IN BREAD
FAREWELL

17TH (UNEXPECTED) STEP
SO
DAYS AFTER
........AND
FAR AWAY
FROM
..........VENICE:
.........ALORA
LET’S VAMOS
....................RAGAZZI
................AND
TODO LOVE
................PER TUTTI
Y
.........ANCHE
.....................MAS

..........................................Gustavo - 93
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RELIQUIAS

The remains of La Donna di Panne were carefully transported the same night that the incident took place,
back to Giudecca. Later they were taken to Milano and
from there they were taken to Stockholm.
These remains are now resting on swaths
of dark red velvet in glass display cases,
filled with hidden meaning. If you asked
someone to guess their origin the answer
was always the same: that they
were remains of a Maya Indian
or an Inca mummy from South
America or holy relics stolen
from Italy, or even pieces of
a very old person stolen from
some museum. I n all of the
instances, there was a request
for the remains to be returned
to the museum, to the public,
to the people. This was also the
intention. Now the only thing
re m a i n i n g wa s to c l o s e t h e
circle by reinventing the original
incident in some way.

The public had no choice but to walk
across the pieces of bread that covered
the floor and crunched under their feet
when they entered the swaying crypt

In a gallery in Stockholm (often
called the Venice of the North),
an exhibition was held to display
the remains for the public. A
crypt was built in the gallery
space with the walls and ceiling
made of silk paper. The crypt
filled nearly the entire room
hanging in the air by thread
circa 10 centimetres from the
original ceiling and floor in the
room without touching them.
This effect gave the viewer a
feeling of extreme fragility. The
silk paper walls moved as soon
as someone moved about in
the room.
To create a symmetr y (in the
sense of analog co-narrative) the artists
made gingerbread biscuits in the shape
of Picasso’s and Magritte’s famous pigeons. Visitors to the exhibition were
offered the biscuits before they entered
the exhibition, which they happily and innocently ate. The three display cases with
the relics were placed at the very back
of the crypt. The floor was completely
covered with large dry pieces of bread
that the artists had baked themselves.

were the relics had been placed. It was
a troubling and problematic episode for
the majority of visitors. As one elderly
woman said: “This is a sin.”
In the Venice of the North people ate
birds made of bread, and trampled bread
to see the remains of the person made
of bread who had been eaten by birds
and trampled in Venice. This is where the
circle was closed.
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FOOD AND TOASTED BREAD
instability of physical closeness, where the
picture is erased but the individual pieces of
bread are identifiable and distance, where it
is possible to reconstruct the picture at the
expense of the image of the bread.
Bread and food in all forms and meanings
are recurrent themes in the work of Falk
and Aguerre. They reoccur throughout the
years in different projects, prepared, tasted
and eaten in different ways, taking advantage of the subconsciously symbolic tension
which most people associate with food. The
confrontation which is found within the unexpected uses of this symbol, food, causes
unease, anguish or revulsion. Examples are
f o u n d i n L u c i a ’s b l e e d i n g b r e a d , o r w h e n t h e
artists encourage the public to walk on the
bread in Reliquias, and even in the aggression
that brought La Donna’s demise.
The toaster

The Toaster, (the latest, three different versions- have been done) which was made for
Buenos Aires Art Biennial 2000 is another
work where bread is used and its symbolism
is questioned. The Toaster is a large picture, 5 metres long and 4,5 metres high,
totally made from bread toasted at different temperatures and for different lengths
of time to reach the different shades that
occur between black and white, ochre and
rust. It took fifteen days of work and several friends and their toasters to prepare
the 2.500 pieces of toast necessar y to
build the gigantic mosaic, which viewed
up close, resembles a beautiful abstract
picture but when viewed from a distance
most closely resembles a photograph of
a toaster.
The total sum of toasted bread is a toaster.
But in reality it’s in the morning between
yawns holding a cup of coffee or tea when
we are confronted with the quintessential
question about the toaster: does it work?
In this piece of work, we break down the daily
pattern of this piece of kitchen machinery.
The toaster toasts and when it does this
it reproduces itself. The use of the object
and the responsibility that we give to the
material (in this case the bread) to change,
transforms the pictures and the area of
representation within them. But yet still,
the transformation does not guarantee a
representational figure in the traditional
sense: the viewer moves bet ween the
18

As in all the work by FA+, there are many
things happening on many levels, at the
same time. The reproduction of the photograph is an example of this in this work. The
original work was digitised in 2.500 pixels
where every pixel corresponds to a piece
of bread which is roasted using analogues.
This usage means that the digital picture
can be recreated.

The dinner event

Another method of working with food is
using it as a means of representing a situation. Dinner is a concrete moment in our
daily life where many different meanings
are connected to the meaning of our own
existence.
The ar tists FA+ have used the liturgy of
meal time as an activity, event or performance to provoke and encourage different
situations to come to the fore. Using food
as a connector, the artists have brought
together people from entirely different
worlds. Documentation from these events,
in the form of photos, videos and objects
collected for later use, has often been the
star ting point for other installations, as
in the dinners in the Smitta / Contagion
project. The dinners in that event were
transformed into a video installation.
The Dinner Event which was used in Stockholm for an exhibition at the Modern Art
Museum, as well as in the exhibition Just
for the Record at the Royal Art Academy in
Stockholm, including series of photographs
and objects from dinners held in Milan and
London.
Another aspect of reality is presented here
through these works, as reality is defined
via ar tistic expression or ar tistic action.
Further, artistic action is deeply integrated
in reality. The idea that began with Lucia
continued in Masters off the Universe, in
which problematic beauty, which is lodged
in sensibility as well as intellect, is examined through the way in which the concept
challenges the viewer.
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MASTERS
OFF THE UNIVERSE

The name of this work is taken from a very
popular and grotesque cartoon series for
children which is called Masters of the Universe (there are also dolls from the series).
The series is about a bunch of super heroes
who have names such as: He -man and Manat-Arms. Time after time these super heroes
save the Universe from all imaginable t y p e s o f
d a n g e r. By simply adding an “f ” to the title of
t h e c a r t o o n , t h e m e a n i n g i s c h a n g e d d r a s t i c a l l y.
From Masters of the Universe, the meaning
changes to out of the Universe, to the centre of
the work, no masters, rather, regular people.

There were ten performers; two female artists,
a stripper, a modern witch, an actor, a martial
arts specialist, a model, a carpenter, a classical violinist and an African percussionist. They
all performed simultaneously, and seemingly
irrationally in a chaotic event. Yet there was
no chaos, their per formance was strictly
determined in an arrangement composed by
Gustavo. The method used was the following:
all the performers were to choose, 1) a piece
of music to dance to, 2) a song to sing, 3) a
written text, of any type, to recite, 4) to pull
a face or mimic any sort of action, 5) to tell a
personal secret which one would only tell their
closest family or friends, 6) to ask a person
for forgiveness who they had guilt about, 7) to
repeat a mechanical movement which is done
daily, 8) to do free improvisation.
Using this information Gustavo recorded a cassette according to their personal choices. Each
of the performers wore a portable cassette
player and headphones during the performance. They were to perform the activities in
the order and length that was indicated on the
cassette. A personalised cassette could begin
with, for example, a few minutes of dance
music, and then the recitation of the text, then
space for the mimicry, etc. The contents of the
tape could not be heard by the audience.
All of these activities combined on stage could
result in for instance, that for five minutes
two people were singing different songs and
two other were dancing different dances,
someone was reciting a text and someone
else was mimicking something while the violinist and the percussionist were improvising,
completely oblivious to each other and to the
activity on stage.

The composition of this piece was designed in
such a way that an almost invisible interaction occurred between the different texts, the music and
the performances.
There was a situation occurring whereby the stripper was asking her father for forgiveness over and
over again for being a bad daughter while another
performer was singing a nursery rhyme, a third
pretended to whip cream holding a child in one arm
and a telephone cradled between their shoulder
and their neck yet another person carefully practised swinging a samurai sword. At the same time
the model was on all fours meowing like a cat and
swaying erotically, the carpenter was singing vulgar
songs with pornographic texts in English and the actor telling the Hans and Gretel's story, all this time
the percussionists played three notes incessantly
on the marimba and the violinist played short fragments of a work by Bach faster and faster.
They removed the curtains that usually covered the
large windows so that the audience could see the
street and watch passers-by as a part of the piece.
At times, people outside stopped and watched what
was going on in the theatre, or it happened that
performers went out onto the street to continue
their performances outside, and watched the performances taking place inside, along with people
on the street.
Masters is a minor masterpiece, a raw mirror
chaotically organised with the inexplicable logic
of reality. It is similar to one of the many scenes
which happen daily in all corners of all cities where
a street musician sings, someone beside him yells
about the end of the world, a drunk is fighting
with someone invisible, an old woman complains
about the decline of morality while a stock broker
in a suit and tie laughs while commenting on his
success in a transaction on a mobile telephone
and someone else cleans the street. Moments of
incomprehensible beauty or horror? It’s up to the
viewer to decide.
This piece was performed ten times in June 1989
at the Modern Dance Theatre, a stage for experimental dance behind the Modern Museum of Art in
Stockholm. With Masters Off The Universe the last
elements fall into place in building the foundation
of what will be FA+ work in the future; namely, the
elimination of the borders between the art piece
and reality or the elimination of the stage and the
placement of the piece in the centre of the real daily
context. This concept would be especially evident
in the work which they call Invisible Art.
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INVISIBLE ART

In spite of the fact that the artists had used
the concept of Invisible Art as their modus
operandi for several years, it was first publicly
acknowledged in a long article published in
1 9 9 7 i n 9 0 Ta l , o n e o f t h e l e a d i n g S w e d i s h a r t
and literature magazine. One can summarise
the concept in the following way: with the
help of installations and/ or performances a
situation is created which is to all intents and
purposes real, albeit it is a twisted reality.
Ta k e n o n e s t e p f u r t h e r t h a n t h e o r d i n a r y, a n d
in a way which makes it possible for social
development to come close to the point of
absurdit y, invisible ar t is not necessarily an
appropriate absurdity.They create and have
been practising these concept long before
the term "relationistic art" was even thought,
a concept that then 10 years later became a
trendy "new aesthetics".

There are several pieces in this genre
which deserve to be named: Igloo, No
Trespassing, We Care, Dig a loo, For
The Elite Only, And The Winner Is. and
The Art Of Survival. All of these works
were presented in near anonymity
where no information was handed out
to the public, but via their strategic
placement, and the per fect use of
timing and skilful presentation, they
nonetheless garnered phenomenal
recognition from the public and the
press (who are always on the watch
for strange events in the public arena).
Paradoxically, this recognition created
a sort of friction between the artists
and the cultural elite who try and failed
to categorise them.
Of all the aforementioned "invisible"
works of art, For the Elite only has
given them more publicity and more
enemies within the art world than
anything else FA+ has done, and
interestingly, nothing has given them
more fans outside of the art world.
FA+ stripped Stock holm’s cultural
elite down to the core and placed
them unwillingly in the midst of a hot
and polemic topic of debate, which
focused on the cultural discrimination
which they subscribe to.
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FOR THE ELITE ONLY

T h e m a g a z i n e 9 0 Ta l p u b l i s h e d a b o o k c a l l e d
The World in Sweden featuring 74 Swedish
authors who were born abroad and now live
in Sweden but are unpublished here since “
t h e r e i s n ’ t a m a r k e t ,” a c c o r d i n g t o o f f i c i a l
reasoning. Several of the authors had been
published in other European countries with
g r e a t s u c c e s s . To h i g h l i g h t t h e b o o k l a u n c h ,
a multi-cultural gala was held in a night-club
in central Stockholm. The authors would
read their texts, there would be music and
d a n c e r s , a n d FA + w a s i n v i t e d t o p r e s e n t a n
i n s t a l l a t i o n u s i n g t h e e v e n i n g ’s t h e m e a s t h e
starting point for their work.

Fa l k a n d Ag u e r re co n s i d e re d t h e
foreign-born authors predicament
whilst planning their work. Further they
examined the situation whereby inhabitants are denied access to restaurants,
bars, and discos on a daily basis solely
based on their "non-Swedish" appearance. According to national legislation,
it is forbidden to do so, but to date no
one has been convicted for this form
of discrimination in the ridiculous court
cases which have been held. Although
the question of discrimination has
been debated in the media repeatedly,
people generally accept that discrimination occurs here daily. The authors
of the book were invited to the gala
held by 90Tal. Other invitees included
publishers that would not publish these
author’s books, the literary critics who
would not comment on these author’s
books, and the best of the Swedish cultural elite. Included amongst the latter
were all the editors of the arts sections
of the dailies, as well as artists, actors,
film and theatre directors. Everyone
who was anyone was invited, including
members of government. It is after all,
politically correct and good publicity to
be seen at such events.
FA+ decided to put a twist on this
picture. The day of the gala Falk and
Aguerre put up a three metre high riot
fence on the side walk outside of the
venue. The barrier divides the entrance
into two separate entrances. Each en24

trance has a sign above it. The signs are
red and green respectively, with text
that is similar to the signs commonly
found in international airports: nothing
to declare, and something to declare.
ENTR ANCE 1 - FOR STOCKHOLM’S
CULTURAL ELITE ONLY was written on
the green sign. ENTRANCE 2 - FOR ORDINARY PEOPLE AND IMMIGRANTS
was written on the red sign. The invited
guests could easily see that both entrances led into the venue through the
same door. The divided entrance was
purely symbolic. Both entrances were
exactly the same. The difference was
that at entrance 1 there were two large

bouncers. Those guests who considered themselves
part of the cultural elite had to prove this by answering
three questions: Where do you come from? What is
your profession? How much do you earn? The bouncers decided each case individually, as to whether
the guests could pass through entrance 1, or if they
would have to go a few metres away to entrance
2. The queue at entrance 1 became long and slow.
Everyone wanted to be a part of the elite. There were
heated arguments. A few people wanted to speak
to the organisers who they claimed were friends.
A few refused to move to the other entrance, a few
shouted: “don’t you recognise me, I’m a celebrity!”
The only reason blows were not thrown was because
the bouncers had an obviously muscular advantage.
It seemed that each guest’s self-esteem was being
determined by passage through entrance 1.
Remember that we are talking about Stockholm’s
intellectuals; individuals who have access to all of the
information media. People who debate discrimination
issues, who claim to be against discrimination, but

who have never experienced it first hand, for obvious reasons. Now, in a totally unexpected manner,
they are confronted by a social order that is dictated
by riot barriers and the official character of printed
signs, which they immediately accept. Suddenly
they are confronted by someone who questioned
their supposed position in a higher class and denied
them that position. An ignorant person who did not
recognise them was denying them their supposed
rights. Everyone tried to individually persuade or
convince the bouncers of their cultural elite status,
which would give them the right to use the elite’s
entrance.
What is most frightening about this episode is that
no one questioned the barrier or demanded that it
be removed on the simple grounds that according
to Swedish legislation it is an offence, it is forbidden to discriminate for any reason. The cultural elite
was exposed in front of entrance 1, green, nothing
to declare.
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WE CARE –

på riktigt!

FA + i n s t a l l a t i o n s a r e o f t e n c o m b i n e d w i t h
different types of performances. This can be
seen for instance, in the project: We care!...
t r u l y, a c l o t h i n g f u n d i n a i d o f t h e c i t i ze n s o f
Gothenburg.

This work was presented as a charitable
institution created by middle class people
who after innumerable meetings over
coffee and biscuits in their local mission
office decide to do something concrete
to help rid the world of its misery.
Wearing clothing bought at flea markets,
Falk and Aguerre take on the persona of
missionary workers Helmut Pohl, Karin
Blomqvist and company. They spend
three days installed in their cosy little
container placed in Kungsträgården. They
chant their slogans with a snappy lambada playing in the background. Armed
with a megaphone, they vigorously attack all those who come in their vicinity
with naive and irresistible arguments
such as: “we have to help each other,”
“there is never too little help or hope
to give.” The project managed to collect
enough donations to “nearly clothe an
entire Gothenburg family,” and the sale
of badges with their logo brought in
the sum of 90 kronor (11 dollars) which
was immediately donated to the city of
Gothenburg.
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In these times when the world’s catastrophes are continuously shown on
television, and brought into our living
rooms, different campaigns and concerts to help the needy are mushrooming. It is impossible to identify them all
or even to differentiate between them.
The true goal of charity is to quiet good
people’s sense of guilt through all their
donations, so that they can continue
to live easy in the knowledge of their
benevolence.
“ The starting point for many of FA+
projects is a norm or a border which
is challenged using different methods,
which without being replaced with
comforting explanations opens frightening chasms, creates emptiness, asks
difficult questions and creates unease
and emotional and moral irritation.
Naturally, it isn’t easy to move around
so close to the clichés of “art across
borders” in a way in which the term can
be refilled with substance. In this age
in which we are living, that has already
seen everything, it is no easy task to
perplex, disturb and create problems.
To do this, a fine line between the imbecile and brilliance is necessary.”

Aase Berg, author

IGLOO
The igloo was an enormous
object built from 54 refrigerators taken from a refrigerator
graveyard on the outskirts of
Stockholm. They were made
into an installation in Kungsträgården in the centre of
Stockholm for the cultural
festival Tivoli Kultur in May
1993.

The artists dressed for three days up
as energetic characters from free enterprise where they promoted the idea
of selling the Igloo as alternative living
spaces for immigrants, the homeless
and the unemployed. Besides solving
the housing problem, they claimed that
through recycling the refrigerators,
they were also solving the ecological
problem of the waste that builds up
from both industrial and human sources. They used this argument as their
slogan: the final solution.
To entice possible igloo customers,
they put advertisements on the radio
and on one of the most popular family
television programmes. They also made
posters (which were glued to refrigera-

tor doors) which featured families of
non European origin together with wild
animals taken from Jehovah’s Witness
brochures. These pictures were put
together as photo montages of igloos
and were placed in different areas
around town.
Although the popularity of the Igloo
w a s a s u cce s s w i t h ove r 2 5 0 , 0 0 0
visitors, sales were disappointingly
low. The market wasn’t ready for such
revolutionary ideas. To express their
generosit y, the ar tists decided to
publicly offer the Igloo as a present to
the Queen of Sweden, Silvia, on the
occasion of her 50th birthday, which
was around this time. She never came
to collect it.
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NO TRESPASSING

Each culture has its own inner dynamic which establishes
rules about inclusion and exclusion of the persons and
material objects that make up the culture. That idea is as
valid in a meta-culture, like western culture, as in a microculture, like in any suburban soccer-team.

These rules or interrelated ways, internal as well as external, build the identity
of the culture. The extent to which an
individual belongs is decided by the
human groups making up the culture in
question and not by the individual. This
can be observed in all sorts of human
activities. The following action by FA+
touches those rules and the question
of outsiders trespassing into the culture of art. No Trespassing (1994) was
a project in two parts that questioned
including or excluding in the art-world.
Who are welcome and who are not?
Who belongs and who does not belong
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in the exclusive world of art? What are
the laws and rules that let you enter,
let you stay outside or do not allow you
to even pass by? The first part of the
action was built around forced entry
into private gallery-space. A fax with
the same text as the title of the project
was prepared; and a poster in the same
A4 format and text was posted at the
entrances of the galleries concerned.
The fax as a general instrument of communication is a possible link between
the outside and the inside, a link that
nevertheless requires knowledge about
certain codes that are not always accessible to all members of the public. In
this case the challenge is to the closed
inner world of the gallery with the entrance surrounded by diverse unbreakable codes. The same idea built the
base for the second part of the project,
which was about building squares with
fences from the construction-industry.
The object was built from two squares
inserted inside each other. On their
sides one could read: “No Trespassing”
(the same text as in the galleries). The
piece was set up in various places in
Stockholm, in front of the Modern Art
Museum, outside the Culture House,
and in the park outside a conference
center, etc...
Ximena Narea, Art historian, critic and publisher

During the month of March 1994 the
ministers of culture in all the Scandinavian countries were having a meeting
in Stockholm. As a celebration a big
cultural event was organized, called The
North in Stockholm with the purpose
to point out the Nordic identity and reinforce the cultural exchange between
the countries. The theme of the event
was going to be ”Scandinavia as a mul-

minister of immigration. By looking close to
the program of “The largest cultural event
that ever happen in Stockholm” including
film, theatre, dance, music, literature, arts,
from all countries, zones and islands of the
Nordic spectrum, and what it meant “To
give space to the cultural manifestation of
all inhabitants of Scandinavia, majorities
and minorities”. This is also true for the
special art shows at the Modern Museum

ti-cultural society”. A wage idea indeed
and double edged. Mostly it seems to
be the product of their bad conscience
regarding the problems that plague the
Nordic countries, as much as Europe:
Economical problems, unemployment,
the blooming of extreme nationalism,
hostility against foreigners, diverse
forms of minorities discrimination, laws
against refugees, etc. At the same
time grows the need of protection and
asylum in different social groups, the
states are closing their borders (internal and external) and the humanitarian
ideas, compassion and solidarity are
changed for more pragmatic ones.
Nice. Suddenly it becomes important
to verify the ”own” cultural identity and,
by the way, determinate who belongs
to it and who doesn’t. “To remark our
identity there is no better way than
through culture” says B.

and at the Art Fair one notice that all the
artists, directors, authors, etc, from each
country, all have strictly very Nordic family
names. I just simply have to wonder if, between all those folks from Europe, Africa,
Asia, South America, etc that have been
living in Scandinavia since generations their
sons and daughters and grandsons and
granddaughters… There is not a single artist among them? Not a dancer, film-maker,
writer, painter, or what so ever to show?
Or is the cultural expression of this large
minority just pizza, kebab and some black
guy playing congas in the subway? So
much for a Multi-Culti Festival. (The word
culture/cultural is written 11 times in this
text, very cultural as you can see. Well now
14 times) Gustavo Aguerre March 1994

Friggebo the Swedish minister of culture
but at the same time the state budget
for the arts and the education is reduced
to a symbolic and suffocating label (less
than 0,7595 % of the BNP) In times of
economical crisis culture is an unnecessary luxury. The very same lady is also

The first part of this work was practically
private and reduced to a very select group
of people, only the artists and the ten
involved gallery owners new about its
existence while the second part was done
in large scale, including ten well visited
public spaces related to cultural institutions. Both parts were virtually anonymous,
signed with a cryptic FAW 4 (W stays for
D. Wetter), completely unknown signature
those days.
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Part 1 – The Fax Multiples The
Wall Multiples

Part 2 – The street-sculpture multiples Borders - Fences

This part was a kind of a mild terrorist
intromission. FA+ choose the 10 galleries
in Stockholm ranked as the most relevant
by the critics. In those years (’94) the
power and initiative in the world of art
moved from the art institutions to the
private galleries. It was the time when
the bubble of ”art as an investment”
was at its peak and the prices went high
into the absurdity. The gallerists ruled the
speculation in the market; they invented
and blow up the artists that they had
customers for, the quality was secondary.
The art critics in symbiosis follow after
visiting and writing only about those galleries giving them a quality stamp. It was
the perfect close circle. Everybody was
making money. Those galleries refused to
show or even look at the work of artists
living in Sweden that had a non Swedish
background. One of them went as far
as proposing to an artist to change the
name to a more ”Swedish-like” name to
make it more saleable. The artists also
were present when a conversation between two of those gallerists took place
complaining about ”the damned trolley
people” (young couples with their babies
in a trolley) because they take too much
place and spend too much time looking
at art they cannot afford to buy.

Who place the borders, where and why? The artists
build sculptures of fences around Stockholm, which
closed off totally empty areas, without any apparent
reason for doing so. They created new barriers within
the existing ones and even though the city’s inhabitants
were affected, no one complained. The sculptures had an
almost minimalist strictness to them, but they used a ready
made street-object. The inner vertical fence construction
had a sign that read Free Space. There were two signs on
the exterior fences. Europe / my country / my city / my
neighbourhood / my house / my armchair was written
on the first sign. Non competent no trespassing was
written on the second sign.

FA+ broke the borders of the art world
using the galleries own communication
system: the fax. First, during the night,
the artists glued a small yellow poster at
the entrance of the galleries using a ladder to make it more difficult to reach. The
poster had the text ”Non competent no
trespassing” in black and a little design of
a fence’s construction in red. FAW 4 was
the signature. When the galleries open
the owners found the same poster in the
fax machine waiting for them. With this
action FA+ introduced an art piece into
the galleries forcing the owners to act in
some way, to keep it as an art piece or
to throw it away as a silly intromission.
Some gallery owners were very happy
to be chosen and kept the fax and let
the poster stay until time and weather
took care of it. In other cases they got
very angry and tried to find out who was
responsible. The responsible sat in a car
parked across the street in front of Gallery Bohman, watching delighted at the
owner, jumping furious on top of a chair
trying to rip off the poster that was just a
little bit too high for him to be reached.
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THE ART OF SURVIVAL

This work is a series of five large colour
photographs (120 x 170 cm). The pictures
show families in their homes. They are in
their kitchens or in their living rooms. Nothing has been changed in the interiors and
the families themselves chose their dress
for the photographs. The families represent different ethnic groups within Swedish society : an entirely Swedish family, two
Swedish-immigrant families, an immigrant
family of South American origin, and an
immigrant family of mixed foreign origin.
The families are sitting in a relaxed manner
amongst their possessions and are looking
straight into the camera.
Up to this point, we could
be talking about at-home
features about ordinary
f a m i l i e s. H owe ve r, t h e d i f f e r e n c e i s t h a t FA + h a s
armed them with weapons.
The artists have prepared
these families for future
conflicts where every family will have to defend that
which is their own.

This is something that is unthinkable
in Sweden. But it makes one think
of the situation in countries such
as the United States, Israel and
other places where the system that
controls violence and intolerance
has totally collapsed and brought
about a situation where people sit at
home with an artillery of weapons
ready for use and, when the need
arises, they use them. The photographs were shown for the first
time in the windows of a clothing
store that specialises in clothing
for young people. At first glance,
the pictures seem to blend in as
part of an advertising campaign for
the shop. Passers-by don’t notice
anything unusual until they see the
weapons in the hands of ordinary
families. Many react negatively to
this. This is Sweden. Normal people
don’t have guns at home. Yet.
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YOU ARE HERE

Algebraic topology
based on Brouwer’s theorem of the fixed point

An analysis of science - in this case advanced mathematics - with
a dash of Monty Python inspired seriousness. One could summarise and say that extremely simple things become highly difficult
if one tries to explain them. On the outside, things are easy and
obvious in this work which is divided between an outside portion,
on the street, and an inside portion, held in an art gallery.

In twenty of the highly anonymous and
hidden corners of the city (where passers-by might ask themselves: where
am I?) the artists painted circles, fifty
centimetres in diameter, with a white
text that read: YOU ARE HERE, which
resembled the dots that one often sees
on tourist maps. This part of the work
applies to the application of the algorithm used in Brouwer’s theorem.
The theorem’s definition “continuous
mapping” was used within the ar t
gallery’s room, which had been transformed into a tourist (dis-) information
centre. A white woollen rug was installed in the white room, upon which
black lines had been drawn to show a
map of the area of the city where the
gallery was located. The actual place
where the galler y was located was
placed in the direct centre of the map.
In the middle of the room’s drawing a
red and white rug was placed with the
text YOU ARE HERE, which was exactly
like the circles which had been drawn
on the pavement. The dot showed the
actual centre of the gallery’s location
(map 1). At the same time the middle of
the drawn room (map 2), was marked.
This was also the centre of the map
(map 3,) as well as the middle of the
actual area (in a scale 1:1), which was
limited by a map (map 4) placed in the
middle of…the Universe. (If one was to
refer to Pascal’s sphere where the middle is everywhere and the surroundings
are nowhere). Simple, isn’t it?
In the gallery maps that were handed
out shown the placement of the dots
around town, as well as theoretical
information and an explanation of Brouwer’s theorem for those who were not

familiar with the concept.
We include Brouwer’s theorem here:
«L.E.J.Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem:
Under a continuous mapping ƒ : S –>S
of an n - dimensional simplex into itself
there exists at least one point x : S such
that ƒ (x)=x.
Editorial comments. There are many
different proofs of the Brouwer fixedp o i n t t h e o re m . T h e s h o r t e s t a n d
conceptually easiest, however, use
algebraic topology. Poincare proved a
fixed-point result on continuous mappings ƒ : E n -> E n . There are effective
ways to calculate approximate Brouwer
fixed points and these techniques are
important in a multitude of applications
including the calculation of economic
equilibria. The algorithms later de veloped in the so-called homotopy or
continuation methods for calculating
zeros of functions. V.I. Sobolev
«Algebraic Topology: (A very dangerous
simplification of Brouwer's theorem in
the hands of Gustavo Aguerre). What
Brouwer wants to prove with his theorem is that there is at least one point
where an “object ” (quantity = you)
confronts inevitably it self (it contains
it self ). This, ladies and gentlemen,
does have serious consequences in
our lives. Applying the theorem in
algebraic topology (continuous mapping ƒ : S->S) it proves that a subject
(ƒ: function), for example you, walking
on any street in whatever city, thanks
to Brouwer, there is a 100% possibility
that in all reality you are situated exactly there you claim to be. So just take
it easy, you can stop at any spot and
say: ƒ (x)=x, without any doubt, you
are there, it's proved. For this theorem
Brouwer got the Nobel Prize»
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The transparent map on the gallery's whindow shows the placment of the painted dots on the city.
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A WIND CALLED PROGRESS

Wind as a cultural phenomenon
The exhibition was to be held in an old water mill, which
had been transformed into an art hall. The surroundings were beautiful with an island, a lake, a valley and
greenery outside of Uppsala. The artists were invited to
participate in the exhibition, that had Wind as its theme.
They decided to respond to the challenge by suggesting
to present work which avoided all of the usual clichés
about the “force of nature” and decided to instead tap
into the actual property of wind. That is the masses
of air that move around and in their movement bring
forth a movement that is possible to analyse, control,
and redirect, to use and to commercialise. In this way,
wind was transformed into a cultural phenomenon. As
an introduction to the work, the artists used a text by
W. Benjamin (adapted by the Laurie Anderson), which
synthesised the idea in the following way.

History is an angel being blown backwards into the
future / History is a pile of debris and the angel
wants to go back and fix things / to repair things
that have been broken / But there is a wind blowing from paradise / and the wind keeps blowing the
angel / backwards into the future / and this wind,
this wind / is called Progress.
Using the above text, the artists created a possible future
archaeology, which they placed in the only place where
there was no wind, namely, in the mill’s cellar. In the
damp darkness of the room, where all of the old wooden
machines from the mill were still present, FA+ installed
(with great technical difficulties and physical strain) three
enormous wings formerly used in a wind power station.
These gigantic remnants (each of which was 12 metres
long, 1.5 metres wide and several tonnes heavy) gave a
stifling feeling of beached mechanical whales, unable to
exist outside of their context and robbed of their slenderness and lightness which was apparent from a distance
of 100 metres. One of them even showed its tip outside
of the building because it didn’t fit inside of it. Around
the wings, hanging in the air, were eight large cases with
glass lids, their appearance taken from classical natural
science museums. Copper inscriptions were written on
the glass lids, which displayed complicated mathematical
equations with calculations of the wind’s development
when it meets different obstructions, the matrix of the
wind, etc. There were plaster reproductions (archaeological reproduced finds?) in the glass cases of diverse
apparatus: hair dryers, vacuum cleaners, high pressure
pistols, electrical fans and a hand-held fan...which use
electricity and/or are designed to shape or to direct,
warm up or use the wind, tame nature, progress.
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WHITE SHADOWS

Fifty-five figures, silhouettes of women, men and children, cut out of waxed paper and stapled
to the trunks of the largest trees in different places done in secret on a snowy night.

No information was given to the media, and there were
no clues as to the nature or purpose of the intervention
given either.
The city awoke, fascinated by the unexpected sight of
these positive shadows of light, that seemed frozen in
one bound from the snow like embryos in the trees,
which were all waiting for spring.
A few of them disappeared after some days into the
hands of collectors where they became trophies, when
their origins became known. Other more inaccessible
figures in the periphery of town stayed up for months
to the delight of the inhabitants of these areas. The
silhouettes remained pure in their form and purpose,
these pale lights of monumental fragility for enjoyment’s
sake.
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HOUSE OF CARDS

The goal with this project was the exact opposite of what was
done in No Trespassing. There the ar tists used riot fences as
“ready-made” street objects with the specific function to divide,
differentiate and obstruct. The fence was used as an object that
d e s p i te i t s u g l i n e s s a n d l ow s t at u s imposed its author it y, through
its physical placement as an object of order.

House of Cards was placed in Kungsträd-gården in May 1995, based on
the idea of an enormous but extremely
fragile construction that could easily
fall apart if one of its components was
removed. The idea was to place a fence
in its natural environment, but at the
same time to re-make a “ready-made”
by redefining its meaning. Without it
losing its identity, it would become a
part of a larger work, without it taking
on the main importance. By placing
it in one of Stockholm’s most highly
trafficked areas, it wouldn’t pose a
threat, or a barrier, yet at the same
time it would nonetheless show the

border’s ambiguous fragility.
One hundred and seven fences were
arranged so that people were obliged
to walk through them instead of being
hindered from passing through them.
House of Cards was despite its monumental dimensions, (30 metres long, 6
metre wide and 15 metre high) virtually
invisible in daylight. People who visited
the park first noticed it when they were
standing right beside it. In the evenings
however, the piece had a fantastic volume, like a floating castle, thanks to its
lighting that made it exceptional in its
solitude against the dark sky.
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L´ART DE TRIOMPHE

Reflections on a clear case of Artistic Architecture or “Artitecture.”

I dare to claim that FA+ art is political (in a great political
sense and not in the party political small sense), urban
and anti-fascistic. They use the city - its human movement
and scenography - like another element of composition
and “anti-establishment” rebellion.
Allow me to give a few examples: 1) the ecological campaign in which the city’s beautiful trees were suddenly
protected by anonymous silhouettes. 2) The second-hand
-clothing donation-campaign by the citizens of Stockholm
for people in need - presumptuously assumed to be in “crisis” in the Gothenburg community. 3) The huge L'Art de

Triomphe - without any doubt one of the most important
pieces by Falk and Aguerre, erected in one of the most frequented and lively places in town. To be used and enjoyed
by its inhabitants. One could make the list much longer,
but I will limit myself to the works mentioned above and
I will expand my study of the third, keeping the other two
in mind, since they would be given a similar analysis and
I would come to exactly the same conclusions.
The arch, almost a namesake of the one found in the city
of Paris - which undoubtedly functioned as an ironic stimuli
in the mentioned piece by FA+, is placed in one of Paris’s
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most important crossroads. The road which joins
in an inhumane straight line, the Louvre palace
and the buildings known as La Defence. To travel
this road one crosses through two enormous
buildings shaped liked arches. The most important quality of Boulevard Champs Elyseés is
its hugeness martialistic rectilinear shape and
its Olympic contempt for the human scale. The
most important quality of the Arc de Triomphe in
Paris is its doubtful aesthetic value. This includes
its limited usefulness (save its symbol of oldfashioned nationalism) and its near impossibility
of reaching it.
Architecture and city-planning to be looked at
from above, for the goddesses. I cannot resist
associating architecture and city planning models with the “internal power” that Albert Speer
produced for the Third Reich. The architectural
examples mentioned above are obvious, but
the planet is overpopulated with similar types
of work: the boring avenue built by Mussolini’s
architects, the “Stalinist” buildings of Moscow
and Warsaw, the frightening and impressive
city of Brasilia.
In contrast I will list a few qualities that I believe
can be found in L’Art de Triomphe in an attempt
to make “Artitecture” from FA+.
1) It was placed in the heart of Stockholm’s party
area. 2) It was realised in corrugated iron, commonly treated like an “impure” material, noisy
and ephemeral in comparison to marble or gran42

ite. 3) It was built from empty shipping containers , which were used like drums, small rooms
where the daily life went on happily, strange
stages for acting, hilarious “happenings” and
ludicrous activities. 4) It is about a monument
of relative simplicity, in contradiction to that
monolithical immobility that was the model for
this cruel caricature. L'Art de Triomphe can be
seen today in Stockholm, tomorrow in Oxford,
and the following day in Ipswich...a possible and
tempting idea. 5) It is closely connected to the
idea of making architecture a useable space. 6)
The capacity of the subject to be identified by
the object and vice versa: it might be a spontaneous use, or the possibility of pleasure or simply a sensual visualisation and investigation. 7) I
do admit that this is a highly subjective attribute:
it is missing the enormity and weightiness of its
predecessors and proudly uses recycled objects
of provocative splendour and grace, in which
the human being leaves clues to its actions, its
incompleteness...Its truth.
In other words: architectural art to be lived in...
By humans. What I want to say is that power
in all its manifestations is simply ugly and that
FA+ living and human “artitecture” invites a
difficult and stimulating road (highly aesthetic)
for constructors and designers of buildings and
cities. It brings back a memory of an old definition, never obsolete, about architecture: “The
Art of construction in a human scale.”
Carlos Narvaja architect and author

L’Art Monumental
The provisional monumentality in the House of Cards
r e t u r n s i n L' A r t d e T r i o m p h e . T h e i d e a i s t o d e c i d edly paraphrase the famous triumphal Paris arch,
presented as an alternative, the reversed symbol, for
the losers, ephemeral and anonymous but still creative, present and full of life: an arch of triumph done
in iron-plate!

L'Art de Triomphe is part of a long term idea by FA+
to paraphrase large European monuments. Circus
Maximum - Bread and Circus for the People, based
on the Roman Coliseum was very close to being
realised in Gothenburg in 1996 but the project collapsed along with the city’s cultural budget. Despite
the simple form (who has not made an arch as a
child, from wooden blocks?), this architectural construction was a challenge to FA+’s ability to organise
and to their technical precision. This piece is the
biggest and the most complex art-piece that they
have done, and that has been done in Stockholm. It
took them nine months of preparation to co-ordinate
the 70 individuals involved in this macro-event,
to obtain permission, equipment, trucks, cranes,
and containers, to make ground-resistance and
wind-catch analyses, to invite artists, to prepare
installations and performances, to compose soundtracks... everything was strictly controlled by Falk
and Aguerre.
The construction itself is a proof of their technical
knowledge. Despite its dimensions; 15 metres high
x 6 metres deep X 18 metres wide, the success or
failure of the construction had a maximum margin
of error of 2 centimetres of distance between the
two columns! It was a sparkling “ballet” of trucks
and cranes. The cranes swung in the air moving tons
of shipping containers, completely at the mercy of
possible sudden betrayal of the wind. This ballet
lasted for two days. However, FA+ was not satisfied
to solely construct the arch. They invited other artists, musicians, and art students to inhabit it for the
10 days it stayed in the park, until its components
were divided again and travelled, to all the harbours
of the world, after this strange little “rendez-vous”
in the Swedish capital.
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Thanks to powerful sound equipment inside,
the arch made sounds in every imaginable
way during its existence. Sound collages by
the composer duo BomKrash could include
complex compositions from high volume to
deep bass tones that made the whole metallic structure vibrate audible only within a few
metres distance of the structure.
The students prepared for its opening, with
10 installations and different kinds of performances. They inhabited one container each and
used the space between the two columns
to hang a gigantic swing. The following day,
FA+ & company took over the stage. During the
day, they held a performance, Drummers, and
at night, they presented a multi-media spectacle
called Harbours.
In Drummers, 20 drummers participated;
they represented a cross section brought
together from all varieties of music groups
in Stockholm. Dressed in white overalls they
used the containers as musical instruments;
answering signals that were in a sound collage by BomKrash. The signals (similar to a
nuclear power station catastrophe alarm)
indicated the change in rhythm: 1 signal 3/4
time, 2 signals 4/8 time, etc. On top of that
sound a violinist played an improvisation
of melodic arabesques that astonished the
audience that had gathered in the park. For
Harbour, they installed slide projectors at the
very back of the containers to make backlit
projections on the cloth that covered the square opening of the container. The artists placed
themselves in between the light of the projector and the cloth and created a shadow play in
harmony with the selected images that were
projected. In the middle of the arch’s construction, there were two cellists in one container
each. They improvised over the sound collage
that BomKrash composed using the digitally
manipulated voices of FA+ & company that
pronounce the names of different harbours
in the world and busy telephone answering
machine messages.
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L'Art de
Triomphe
(Revisited)

L'A r t d e T r i o m p h e
builded in front of the
Central Station on
Queen Juliana Square
in The Hague, for the
exhibition 'Giants,
The Hague Sculpture
2004'. The container
installation was shown
for three months and
was done exactly 10
years af ter the first
time in Stockholm. A
soundtrack and different per formances
happened in it.

July 2005, Barcelona,
L' Ar t with a soundtrack composed by Carl
Michael Herlöfsson in
the new por t of the
city, for Interferencia,
street per formances
and installations.
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CITAT

Discrete monumentalism, is one of the characteristics in this permanent work located on
Drottninggatan in Stockholm which synthesises
and in a magnificent way includes many of the
premises that FA+ work with.

The work, which is “merely” comprised
of an 800 metre long line of letters cut
out in stainless steel and set in asphalt,
has finally changed the choreography of
the street. With this simple and elegant
conceptual act, FA+ summarise and go
beyond what many artists, politicians,
ideologues, and cultural personalities
have discussed for years; to present
“high culture” at street level without
making any exceptions in form or substance. FA+ did this “literally” by taking
33 texts from the author Strindberg’s
different works and casting them directly into asphalt.
The work is the street and the street
is the work. Both of these elements
speak the same language. The line of
letters visually replaces and rebuilds
the broken white line which normally
marks the middle of the street and
divides the street into two traffic lines
(the street is now a pedestrianised
area). The materials, asphalt and steel
belong to the milieu in a natural way.
The use of typography for the letters is
totally free from decoration to obtain
maximal ease in reading, and it is the
same type of font used for public information boards.
The line starts by Strindberg’s last residence (now a museum) and continues
along the same stretch of road where
he took his daily walk. It is possible that
the work passes by places where a few
of these citations were composed. The
line of citations offers a fresh alternative to the unavoidable pollution of
reading material about bargains, sales
and advertisements from the shops
along the street. The citations are taken
from texts by Strindberg, the most
important of the Swedish classicists.
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A permanently open book where
people travel through the texts or can
walk beside, walk on top of them,
read them and which will continue to
be a permanent introduction to the
author for the coming generations of
readers.
Young people see the texts as hi-tech
graffiti and jealously wonder how one
can write such things on the pavement
without getting into trouble? Feminists have had graphic demonstrations
in response to Strindberg’s view of
wo m e n . Co n s e r vat i ve p o l i t i c i a n s
have demanded that certain of the
texts be removed. The larger portion
of society has enjoyed walking with
their heads bent reading the texts
and has commented on the peculiar
flavour the texts bring to this peculiar
street. This street has become an
obligatory stop for all tourists to the
Swedish capital, which has meant
that new bars, restaurants and cafes
are popping up in the area. Strindberg
is certainly revelling in this from his
grave and FA+ are pleased in their
studio, which is located near the middle of this street.

Discussed as an author, dramaturg,
and polemicist who even today can be
the subject of heated debates. Pedestrians are confronted without any prior
introduction with a selection of well
known or obscure pieces of his literary
works. Poetic, philosophical, political
quotations provocatively chosen to
arouse thoughts and which together
give a poig-nant picture of the author
Strindberg’s reflections, its complexity
and contradictions.

Strinberg’s citations is the first step
in one of Falk and Aguerre’s long
term projects called THE UNIVERSAL LIBRARY: to create the world’s
library on the streets, where each city
presents its authors directly on the
pavement and in their own words. This
project has started in Stockholm with
Strindberg, right now they are working
to place Ibsen's text in Oslo and can
continue with Borges in Buenos Aires,
Joyce in Dublin, Ginsberg in New York,
Mishima in Tokyo… until poetry is accessible around the
planet.
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KING PRAWNS

“Smitta (Infection) is partly about
the way in which infectious diseases spread globally and the
possible chain of cause and effect hidden in this, but it is also
infection as a metaphor for the
way in which cultures are spread
and influence each other, how
languages blend and change”
Sören Engblom, Modern Art Museum’ s curator and
author of the book Art in Sweden, leaving the empty
cube.

FOOD, HYGIENE
AND CONTAGION

Smitta (Contagion) is more a process than
a separate ar tistic ar t piece that from
the beginning and through its entirety,
results in different pieces rich in variety
and characteristics. This process returns
to all that which is characteristic and significant for the work of FA+. The concept,
experiences and strategies that already
have been tried and experimented are
the backbone of Smitta, but here they
are more concentrated and at the same
time more expanded. The collaboration,
that is always present, has in Smitta expanded to other
disciplines outside the artistic field, and attracts different
personalities, highly qualified in their respective areas.
Their presence and exchange has been so intense that
it is sometimes difficult to identify the project as artistic
or scientific, pedagogic or investigative, and gives space
for different types of expression in its ever changing
context. Already from the start, the project Smitta digs
into the fundamental elements in life (beginning in the
most basic mechanisms of the body). The phenomenon of
contagion is investigated, problematised, and visualised
and the reflection of the artists and the systematisation
is reflected in social and cultural phenomena, which will
return the project to the critical and autocritical mechanics
of art, as a virus or detonating factor. That return to the
“holy” fundamental, or to the holy in the fundamental,
the basis of life and the threats to it, leads us straight to
reclaiming nourishment and food, as a symbol and like
artistic material, or ritual, as a binding force.
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Food, hygiene (clean) and contagion (unclean). To start with, the artists organised
a Seminar during which a professor in food
hygiene participated. In her rigid and hardnosed discourse, she presented hygiene as
a pre-condition for survival. Her position was
attacked by the anthropologist in the same
project and seminar, who promoted unclean
living as enriching. The food hygiene professor
attacked cookbooks that do not prescribe 60
degrees Celsius as the minimum temperature
for preparing food. FA+ made a recipe book,
very unclean, in which an expert in semiotics
discusses his meta-recipe and talks in the
introduction about food habits that have been
adapted by the third party, as a sub-language.
Mexican food is accepted in Sweden after first
being made to suit and after being accepted
by people in the United States.

Dining together; a pædiatrician and
an ar tist find food preferences in
common with the former head of
the Swedish defence system against
biological weapons. They eat together
in Stockholm and in Milan, they eat
together in London, and they eat
together in the Italian Pavilion at
the Venice Biennale 1999. At each
meal, those present know that they
are participants and co-creators in
something more than a supper. They
are aware of a process, an act so
common as to be unnoticeable, so
everyday that one has forgotten its
meanings. FA+ is moving from one
place to another and is recreating
this situation: in “eating together”
we are making art. Art? We shall eat,
we shall recreate the magic of revival.
Just like in Gustavo’s recipe in the
recipe book, where he describes the
long and complicated task of cooking without having any money. The
simple and humble miracle of being
able to eat.
To eat but before and after that, a
thought for hygiene, hygiene when
preparing the food, hygiene after
having eaten. The sacred hygiene.
M illions of children are dying in
the wor ld because a lack of hy giene (through poverty), the root of
the most important and the most
threatening contagious diseases to
mankind. The importance of hygiene.
Ingrid Falk hung a rosary on the wall
in the Modern Museum of Art, made
with pills, tablets that detect bacteria in the mouth.
She licked them, one by one, searching for the sacred
cleanliness. A painting with tongues? A dialect? Marks
from the dripping saliva stayed on the wall like tracks
from a private, unreachable ritual. On the wall opposite
were twenty-two small texts in twenty-two different
languages that slowly were dissolved in small vials

used in studying bacterial cultures.
Languages were losing their purity,
contaminated (Smitta). On the hanging table of lights one ate and discussed in four different languages
about contagion: a complete dinner,
without interruption or editing, four
hours of cinema verité, a peep-show
for bulimics, lit with the blue antidrug abuse lighting that is used in
public toilets, that makes the veins
invisible. At the entrance to the
room, were twenty-four vials with
the participant’s names written on
them. They worked as place name
cards at the table and the guests
coughed into these vials before
they ate. Each culture became in
that way, an internal portrait of the
participants, very much alive. In each
vial a struggle was taking place between different cultures for control
of vital space.
At the Malmoe Art Museum, in Contagion: The Other (Smitta: den andre), Nicola Pellegrini contaminated
the museum’s art and design collection with his culture, by sprinkling
confetti (sweets that are given out
at weddings and baptisms) everywhere, among the other art pieces,
a sweet virus. Food as identity, or
food that constructs its own image
like in Toast. To eat or be eaten like in
Il Cadavere Squisito, like AIDS eating
us from the inside, like a language
that eats another language in an
invasion by new expressions, new
spices that invade the kitchen with unpronounceable
smells and tastes that change the colour of the cheeks
and the accent of family names. To eat or be eaten,
to be the jaws or to end up in the digestive system of
history. The Art of Survival. During the London dinner a
strict vegetarian eats king prawns for the first time in
her life and finds them...stimulating.
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SMITTA

PHASES OF THE PROJECT
T h e w o r k i n g p r o c e s s o f S M I T TA ( C o n t a g i o u s ) h a s h a d d i s t i n c t
phases throughout the years since its star t in 1995. Twent y ar tists from seven different countries, and twentyone experts from
several disciplines participated in the different part of the the
project in Sweden alone. In Stockholm 1996, after having gathered a number of interesting actors, it was time for a workshop,
a seminar and the first dinner:
The Dinner Event Stockholm 1996

A four dish dinner for 30 guests, lasting more than three hours, was filmed
from the beguining to the end with
four video cameras hanging from the
ceiling and shooting the entire table
but just until the edge. Petri-dishes
with the name of the guests functioned
as table cards. Before the start of the
dinner the participants where asked to
coff into the Petry-dishes, they were
then sealed and kept appart. A virus
and bacteria cultur started to grow
in every dish making the "inner" self
portrait of the comensals. With the
results of that event FA+ did the video
installation at the Modern Art Museum
in Stockholm.
The seminar OM SMITTA
(about contagious) Stockholm 1996

Continuous contagion - Gustavo
Aguerre and Ingrid Falk, artists, curators and project leaders.
Global contagion - Johan Giesecke,
Swedish Institute for the Prevention of
Contagious Diseases.
The art of manipulation - Marie Nordström, molecular biologist
Relation is contagious - Johan Schubert, psychoanalyst.
Clean by ritual - Karl-Olov Arnstberg,
anthropologist / ethnologist.
The Last Supper - Marie-Louse Danielsson-Tham, professor in food hygiene.
The super- cure and the new contagion - Christina Greco, veterinary
scientist.
The body as a workshop - Sven-Olov
Wallenstein, philosopher and art historian.
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Contagion as weapon - Åke Bovallius,
former head of Swedish research for
defence of biological threats.
When art is virus - Noemi Escandell,
artist and art professor.
What is not contagious - Matti Nikkola,
biotechnology professor
The last fight (video) - Casmo info,
artists.
The Rich and Famous (performance)
- Lennie Lee (England), artist and gallerist.
The nature and culture of contagion
- Göran Sonesson, professor in Cultural
Semiotics.

SMITTA
MM:\ SMITTA\FAC\19\Middag.doc
Stockholm 1996

For the exhibition On Time - New Swedish Ar t at the Modern Ar t Museum
FA+ presented the installation MM:\
SMIT TA\FAC\19\Middag.doc. For the
installation a new room was builded 90
cm. higher then the museum's floor to
make it possible to project from under
the floor with 4 hidden video projectors, video players and around the
room a sound system with 8 speakers.
The floor was cover with white carpet
to make the contrast of coming from
the museum's hard concret floor to
a soft one; the floor didn't have any
contact with the walls and appeared to
be floating, leaving a 10 cm. gap to the
wall. Trough this gap came the sound
and a blue light, from special tubes,
the same type of light that is used in
public toilets to avoid that drug addicts
inject them selfs (and maybe die of
an over dose); the blue light makes
impossible to find the veins. Another
dimension of CONTAGIOUS. Before
entering the room the audience had
to walk up a corridor where the petrydishes of 30 commensals of The Dinner Event were shown, by now filled
with highly living cultures of virus and
bacteria fighting with each other for the
limited living space and nourishment
and, at the same time being a living

inner self-portrait of the participants
of the event. Entering the blue lighted
room an iluminated floating long glas
could be seen and a lively conversation of plenty people coud be heard.
Aproaching the glas one discover that
it was a 5 m long table were a dinner
was served and 30 personalities were
eating. The only thing you could see
of the people, the hands coming and
going with forks from and to the plates
to invisible mouths and every now and
again the top of a head clining forward.
One could follow the conversations (in
five languages) in different parts of the
table like an artist, a physitian and an
expert in biological weapons discussing the ethics of such weapons. The
videos, in real time and without any
editing, lasted for three hours. At the
Museum's book shop it was one more
piece: M isterios Gozosos ( Joyfully
Mysteries), a kit to reproduce yourself
at home, the performance executed by
IIngrid in the museum wall.
At the Dinner Event, the name of the commensals was written
in Petri dishes as placement cards. Before the dinner was
served the guests were ask to open and cough into the dishes.
The dishes were sealed and kept apart. With the time, a culture
of virus and bacteria started to grow inside making an inner
self-portrait of them. These living portraits where shown at the
corridor.
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SMITTA
Smitta: The other Malmö 1997

The workshop that took place in FA+
studio was done in preparation for
the exhibition that was in Malmö Art
Museum in spring 97. The theme was
chosen to be the site-specific, Contagious: The other. The participants kept
in touch via an e-mail post-box that was
administrated by Professor Matti Nikkola
of Uppsala University.
Two weeks before the opening the
artists got together in Malmö. Soon
there were posters everywhere in town
featuring Lennie Lee’s face, about a
man wanted for carrying a lethal virus.
Bottle-post by Alice Bonfanti (Italy) was
seen floating in the water. A tabloid
with essays and facts about the phenomena contagion as well as information about the exhibition was found at

all well-attended places. “The Benjamin
Virus” created by Casmo Info (Sweden)
with a text by Prof. Göran Sonesson,
Cultural Semiotic showed up in e-mails
to a thousand cultural personalities
around the world. Contagious, crept
in to all departments of the museum,
from the entrance to the toilets and
included changing the signs accompanying pieces in other exhibitions, it
even extended out into the courtyard.
As a cataloge the newspaper "SMITTA"
was produced with articles and images
of the project coraborators.
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SMITTA

Dinner-On-Dinner Chiaravalle 1997 / Milan - 1998

Dinner-On-Dinner was the name of
two dinner events, first in Chiaravalle,
outside Milan (1997), at the residence
of the Italian artist Nicolla Pellegrini
and later on at Galleria Milano (1998).
In both occations the 4 videos from
the Stockholm Dinner were projected
on the table from above and simultaneously a dinner was served to, again,

a group of personalities from the arts
and science scene. The plates were
placed in the same place of the projected dinner, in that way two meals
were eaten by two persons in the
same place. The event was filmed from
above. A photoserie with portrait of all
the invited persons, just when they
were drinking, was produced.
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SMITTA

The London Dinner
London 1998

In the gallery The Rich & Famous The
London Dinner was per formed and
hosted by the artist and gallerist Lennie
Lee. The gallery became an installation
in it self, as a dinning room with walls
and ceiling in deep orange colour, lighted
by candel lights and with the videos of
Stockholm Dinner projected on the comensals. Cameras beside the projectors
filmed while the dinner was going on. A
photo serie of portraits was produced of
the participants in the action of eating,
later it was printed on aquarel paper.
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SMITTA

Just for the record
Stockholm 1998
Gen code sequence BIOCASH- WASH

Falk and Aguerre were guest teachers
at the Protein Engineering course of
the Biological Studio Program at Uppsala University, where they encoraged
the students to take new challenges
in front of their Master Degree test
by using bio-technology to manipulate protein and create new types of
virus. Virus to clean money, to repell
mosquitoes, to get huge muscles for
a weekend and to get a clean mouth
without brushing the teeth, all quite
practical things.
Four groups of students from the
course put genetic codes together
and designed four new useable types
of virus. All of them got their Master
Degree. The codes printed in a large
size were exhibit in the show Just for
the Record as works of art. That exhibition made clear the problematic of
languages/images and how to read it.
In spite of information that was available, the art public and critics saw in
the codes "just another" conceptual
work, a game with letters like many
others, lacking any meaning, while the
scientific learned part of the audience
could read it perfectly and discuss the
type of virus and it's probable/unprob-

able utilities. The "pictures" were for
sale and included the right to develope
the virus. The cheapest at a coast of 1
million euros, the most expensive, 120
millon euros.
Just for the Record took place in the
I A S P I S ( I nte r n at i o n a l Ar t i s t ’s St u dio Program in Sweden) galler y at
Stockholm's Royal Art Academy, FA+
arranged the exhibition in December
1998 for those participants who had
been important to the project. Nicola
Pellegrini (Italy) with his “confettivirus” and a new photo serie, Casmo
Info with a piece to walk over, Anita
Ponton (England) with a new soundpiece and two video-per formances,
Lennie Lee (England) with his posters
from Malmö and a new video work.
FA+ showed six new works about dinners and meetings. These works were
linked to the exhibition, which was
about the process that led to the entire
project. An exhibition about a project,
the concept was made clear in the title,
Just for the record. The artists did a
museum exhibition. An important part
of that exhibition included the codes
for the newly designed viruses.
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SMITTA
Contagion Lunch Live
Venice Biennial1999 -

July 10th at 2 pm in the Italian pavilion’s
project-room of the Venice Biennial '99
in charge of Oreste, by a special invitation of Harald Szeeman, FA+ realised
Contagion : Lunch Live. Artists, curators, investigators, 20 persons from
five countries got together around the
table prepared in the terrace to have
a lunch together. Video cameras and
microphones recorded the very lively
Italian lunch and transmitted to the
Spazio A where the audience was. In
that space the live lunch was projected
on the walls and through the speakers
could the conversations be listen.The
terrace where the actual Lunch Live
was happening was separate from the
projection room by a door with a large
glas window. The audience had the option to look through the glas and see
a bunch of people eating a lunch or sit
comfortably in the "bag" sofas (forming
a strawberry with cream cake) and look
at the video projections as an art piece
where artists, curators and investigators were having lunch and discussing
the issue of contagion. The duality of
contagion.
For the lunch FA+ used yellow plates
and before the food was served they
ask everybody to sign their plate with
a permanent black marker. The first
dish served was squids in its own ink.
When they were finnished with the first
dish the plates where collected and
preserved as self-portraits done by the
participants. Later FA+ gave seminars
and had iteractive discussionn with
the audience, Anita ponton and Virginia
Simpson made a performance and Lennie Lee succeded with the masterpiece
of convincing the authorities of the
Biennial to let him use the biennial's
speaker system, spread through the
entire biennial's area in and outdoors.
He wanted to encorage the biennial's
visitors to scream with him. At the
count of three Lennie Lee shouted a
brutal 5 minutes primal scream that
was joined in by plenty of visiting
people. With that scream the project
Smitta ended.
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Smitta.doc

When Smitta was over, Göran Christensson, the director
of Malmö Art Museum (where "Smitta: The Other" took
place), approached FA+ and ask them to produce a work
for him that syntecised the 5 year long project. Ingrid and
Gustavo created smitta.doc, a large video installation,
on two tables intersected forming a cross, four video
projectors showed extracts of all the dinners recorded
along the project at one of the tables. The other table

was a light box and contained the plates from Venice,
the glasses from Chiaravelle's photo serie, the forks from
London's pictures and other relevant objects. Around the
cross were hospital screens with photos and text printed
on them that were collected or produced through out
the years. A unique artistic documentation of five years
of collaborative work of more than fifty people. The museum is constructing a room to host the installation in
the permanent collection.
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CONTAGION - Discursively yours
I f y o u w o u l d a s k m e t o d e s c r i b e w h a t ” FA + ”
i s , I w o u l d s a y ” a r t a s c o n t a g i o n ”. F A + m a y b e
read as ”I ngrid Falk and Gustavo Aguerre” but
i t i s n o t a n a r t i s t ’s s i g n a t u r e , i t i s a n a u t h o r
function. It signifies authorised art and it signifies inclusion in the wonderful and strange art
world for anyone whose initials are added to
” F A ”. T h u s , d u r i n g t h e n i n e t i e s , ” F A W E 0 ” a u t h o r i s e d ” S t o c k h o l m f o r s a l e ”, ” F A W 8 ” m a d e
” W E C A R E ! F o r r e a l ! ”, a n d ” F A P H E … 1 8 ” m a d e
” T h e D i n n e r E v e n t 2 ”. ” C o n t a g i o n ” a l s o h a p p e n s
t o b e t h e t i t l e o f o n e o f t h e a r t i s t g r o u p ’s l a r g e
scale projects in later years. So the contagion
s t a r t s w i t h t h e n a m e FA , j u s t l i k e t h e n a m e o f
this collaborative art project attaches itself to
other people, but the contagion does not end
with that.

The projec t Contagion star ted as
”C o n t a g i o u s d i s e a s e s – v i r u s” ; a
metaphor that lends itself to many
purposes beyond the initial concept.
Contagion has a spatial dimension.
Say that you plant a number of markers
in open public space, within a certain
arbitrarily chosen area. The markers
then differentiates this area, gives it
a certain identity and defines it with
the aid of concepts like ”similar” and
”dissimilar”. Contagion is difference, it
frightens and distances. Contagion is a
process where something or someone
crosses the border between similar
and dissimilar in some respect. As the
artists have pointed out, contagion is
(supposedly?) democratically inclusive,
it does not discriminate. But the way
it afflicts people is always individually
different. A contagion may share only a
minimum of interests with its host, but
it can never entirely consume the host,
that would imply its own destruction.
I would describe the work of FA+ as
a continuous effort to make effects of
borders felt among their audience. Their
method is to ask: are you included in
the community or not, do you share
it or not, and what difference does it
make? In December 1999, FA+ made
their inter vention ” Triple Chris” in
a Swedish national TV broadcast art
program. The two ar tist appeared
as imitations of the program host
Christopher Barnekow with the same
clothes and hair style. I have to bring
up Homi Bhabha’s concept of mimicry
in relation to FA+. Bhabha says that
colonial discourse that implies cultural
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assimilation, mimicry, works in double
directions. In one sense, something
that is almost the same may be understood as a wished for sign of acceptance, an incomplete identification and
a gesture of celebration and respect.
In another sense it implies a critique
of the imitated object. The one who
is imitated looks back on a distorted
and ridiculous image of himself, and
the lack of recognition hurts his self
image. Mimicry becomes subversive.
The parallel with the Barnekow T V
show is obvious. The flattering experience of being selected to appear on
TV, in the company with three other
highly respected representa-tives of
the Swedish art society, provided an
excellent context for the intervention.
Under disguise, the artists/program
hosts presented a short inquiry about
the international status of Swedish art
– completely subjective and brutally
dismissing Swedish art. However, the
inquiry differed only slightly from the
program’s standard routines and the
other panelists’ lists of their favourite
artists of the century. The subjective
nature of the selective process and the
questionable use of ”artistic value” in
the art world became painfully evident.
FA+ could proceed under the guise of
joking mimicry, but after the program
they were taken to task by the other
panelists. Undermining the basis of
authority is a serious offence in the
an world where status is everything.
I could take another example. In ”For
the Elite Only”, an intervention at the
release party of a cultural magazine,
FA+ constructed two entrances. One
for ”Stockholm’s Cultural Elite” and
one for ”Immigrants/Ordinary people”.
Guards were hired to ask people some
questions (Where do you come from?,
What do you do?, How much money
do you make?) and then accordingly
direct them to their proper entrance.
People were very upset when they had
to change queue – but not when other
people were forced to do the same
thing. Discrimination is obviously OK
as long as one self is not negatively
affected.
Crossing borders is complicated, even
if the crossing not entirely erases the

earlier identity. Ingrid Falk and Gustavo
Aguerre has entered an international and
interdisciplinary collaboration in order to
reflexively investigate art and contagion.
This means practicing contagion and
border crossing. Just like art is defined
through the interacting parties’ mutual understanding and agreement to act
within certain demarcations, contagion
works like a life-form with its own rules
of conduct. Which is the stronger when
art meets the life-form of a contagion?
Contagion afflicts art with a confusion,
an insecure identity.
Irrespective of medium and the story
line, a matrix of border and border
crossing shapes the wor k of FA+.
This matrix image is a structure that
is independent of its embodiment, it
continues to leave its imprint on new
scales and in new modes even as it
moves on to new territory. This brings
us to the next image; a toaster. The
toaster emerges as a pattern found
in innumerable tanned and slightly irregular squares mounted on a gallery
wall, a pattern which dissolves into the
image of a toaster. On a closer inspection, the squares turn out to be toasted
bread. Since the digital revolution, we
have got used to thinking of images and
language as translatable information.
Information is what can be coded, and
what exists beyond the code is merely
white noise, irrelevant to the message.
Simultaneously, the medium is the
message. A different medium provides
a new shape, history, etymology and

endless contexts to the message.
The toaster is an instance of a conversion back and forth which ”information”
– images, sighs, glances, signs, characters and words – always performs as
we speak, cry and laugh. In this case, a
photo of a toaster is digitized and each
colour given a value painstakingly translated into a tan for each slice of toasted
bread. Each small piece is at the same
time a component of the larger image
while keeping its identity as something
completely different. But it is clearly
visible that each piece is burnt by the
toaster, and just from looking at one
piece we could see the distinctive
traces that the toaster has left on its
surface. So in this trivial and everyday
scale, we have a history that leaves
traces, an index easily readable for us
who know what to look for. Something
is lost and something added with each
translation into another medium. The
history of matter can never be separated from form, how much theories
of purity try. Of course a slice of bread
is not the same thing as a toaster. But
looking from one to the other we recognise the matrix that buried itself into
the matter and left something of itself
with its imprint. Just like the characters
of an artist’s signature, a contagious
laughter or even a wound is marked
by who did it, to whom or what, and –
something different.
Charlotte Bydler, Art critic and Curator
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TRIPLE CHRIS

D e c e m b e r 1 9 9 9 , t h e e n d o f t h e c e n t u r y ’s
hysteria keeps the world busy and, in every
countr y, a cultural inventor y is done. The
professional opinion-machine switches on.
Brigades of selftitled experts frown their
collective brows, ready for their collective
verdic t. The best of the centur y. The Beatles,
of course. It says more about the age and belongings of collective expertise then of the
music of a century.

Sweden does not abstain. A cultural
mega-program is planned for T V1;
hundred years of creative activity from
this corner of Scandinavia would be
reviewed during three hours; hundred
years of song, film, images, poetry,
theatre. It’s asking alot. But not for the
experts. Incredible as it seems, there
are some that do not question a review
of 100 years of literature in just three
minutes. It requires a lot of expertise
to accomplish that.
Bildjournalen (Picture Magazine), a well
known television art magazine and
its conductor, Christoffer Barnekow,
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receive the honour to squeeze one
hundred years of art-isms, names, techniques, materials, madness, genius,
trends and all that is, the essential in
Swedish art in just 10 minutes time. To
avoid any chance of subjectivity, there
is not only one but three experts invited
on the discussion panel. 100 years at
three minutes per capita equals 6.6
months to be dissected per second.

The guests: Sune Nordgren, Director of the Art Museum of Baltic Mill, New
Castle, England, meteoric career - on his way towards art world hyper-space,
Cecilia Nelson, director of Lund Art Hall, female presence, a "must" for every
panel. David Neuman, Director of Magazine 3, the most important private art
space in Sweden, educated in USA, loves North American art, his specially.
To avoid the cliche three people sitting on a sofa talking polite to one another
kind of situation (boring), Bildjournalen invites the appropriate artists to close
the Swedish cultural century: FA+.
FA+ vision: To do something exclusively for television, you have to do Television. Nothing more popular and entertaining than the colourful game show
program hosting a panel of experts. The program will be broadcast live to all
the Swedish homes that are starving for culture.
FA+ argue: 3 minutes for each guest is too long, too boring. One minute is
enough for a real expert. Twenty-months of history in a second is a reasonable request to ask.
FA+ want to host the program. However, Christoffer Barnekow insists keeping his role as the host. So: Everybody is going to be Christoffer Barnekow…
wear the same clothes, same glasses, hairdo… one male Swedish Christoffer, a female Swedish Christoffer and an immigrant Christoffer. Triple Chris.
Equality is always correct.

Part 1: Investigative Journalism.

The program begins with a short enquiry by international experts from London,
Paris, Milan, and New York regarding the international status of Swedish art.
The international experts say they know nothing about Swedish art, only of
the group FA+. Strange coincidence.
Part 2: Entertainment.

The three panellists answer three (absurd) questions. For each right answer,
they win a brush. Nobody answers right. All the brushes go to the lady. That
is justice.
Part 3: the minute.

Each panellist has 60 seconds to elect the three most important Swedish
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artists of the century. The results: Ö. Fahlström (3
points), C. F. Hill (2 points), O. G. Carlsund and B.
Hjorth, (1 point each). The artist of the century: Ö.
Fahlström. That says more about the age and taste
of the experts than about Swedish art of the last
century.
FA+ make a collage featuring works from all four
artists and compose the best Swedish art-piece of
the 20th century.
Part 4: La Grand Finale

To raise spirits, give hope and keep up the belief that
through Culture / Art we will become better human beings The Grand Finale takes place. Slowly, a chorus enters
on the camera wearing ponchos with the letters F+A
printed. Everyone begins singing, holding each other’s
hands - Kumbaya My Lord, Kumbaya… accompanied by
Joan Baez. With emotional words Christoffer Barnekow
closes the program. The End. Happy end?
Lights and cameras are turned off and technicians
collect the equipment. Triple Chris recover their
collective breath and run to remove their make up.
They return as Ingrid and Gustavo. The atmosphere
suddenly turns to one of a lynching. The three serious panellists look very serious… mumbling serious
words: “… a catastrophe” “…the art is not to joke
about” “…inexcusable” … ”the worst that has happened to Swedish art since years”. Nobody laughs…
or even smiles, the production crew holding the
distance between the three serious panellists and
the two non-serious ones.
Just one comment; It’s not the art that cannot be
joked about, the one thing not to joke about is established structures that control and decides over the
art. Those who have the power.
Kumbaya My Lord, Kumbaya (a traditional slavesong)… it means I will come back to you my lord, I
will come back.
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CULTURAL TERRORISTS

Contemporary art wants to get real, to mingle, to
make a mess, to participate. If the art of the previous decade was enormously concerned with
an institutional critique and with the art world
a s s o c i o l o g y, t h e n t o d a y ’s a r t i s t s s e e m t o h a v e
abandoned the institutions or are transforming
t h e m i n t o s o m e t h i n g e l s e : a b a r, a c l u b, a d i n n e r
par ty, a laborator y, or a librar y. Like Virginity
once lost, Five views on Nordic Art Now.

Sara Arrehenius, art critic.
Art making has been commonly acknowledged as a solitary profession.
O ver the last decade some ar tists
have made a move outwards- towards
a sharing of experience, research, and
even a creative vocabulary. Perhaps,
one of the most evident ways of sharing
this complex language lies in sharing a
family, or simply by sharing intimacy.
When two artists work together they
become intertwined in the complexities of every day life. Power struggles
are always eminent and lurking which
makes communication crucial. On the
other side of this coin, however, there is
strength to having an accomplice where
the possibilities of expression become
unlimited- a support system for the development of ideas. It is rare to see two
people who excel individually able to be
just as strong within their collaborative
lives. Ingrid Falk and Gustavo Aguerre
(known as FA+) have been able to do
this successfully.
I first became acquainted with the
work of FA+ during a visit to the Venice
Biennale in 1993. There I encountered
a sculpture installation unlike others I
had ever seen (La Donna di Panne as it
was popularly named). At first glance
I was struck by a somewhat classical
seated figure until further approached.
The fact that this sculpture was being
attacked by pigeons only arose my curiosity. Realising that it was made out of

bread came as a delight and surprise. A
feeling I kept for many years to come,
until in 1999, when once again in Italy,
I had the opportunity to meet the duo.
They had kept their identity a secret for
many years, working under the initials
of FA+ only, until their friends began
to catch on. What was most intriguing
for me was the discovery of a couple
who share a family, a studio, ideas,
projects and the daily roller coaster of
life, managing to function and succeed
in creating a dialogue and politically
engaging projects. These two artists
whether alone or together, have intervened in real life situations like two
culture terrorists. Leaving traces of their
work sometimes ephemeral and even
spectacularly monumental. Whether
using themes with food (Lucia, Lucia
(1987)- where guests were invited to
participate in eating an effigy of St.
Lucia, or Toast (1997), a five meter long
picture of a toaster made with grilled
toast, or Contagious (1995 to present)
where various personalities are invited
to partake in a meal and then asked to
cough into a lab dish then sealed where
the culture develops silently long after
the meal is over).
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T he M emory
sur-Seine

of

M arnay -

As Director of camac (centre d’art de
Marnay art centre, France), I had the
great opportunity and honour to invite
FA+ to partake in a residency in May
of 2000 and an exhibition in the camac
gallery. After an initial cognisance visit
to Marnay-sur-Seine in 1999, where
they were immersed in the rich history
and stories of this small French village,
FA+ decided to work with the idea of
memory and loss. In collaboration with
the Swedish Cultural Centre, FA+ were
also invited to show the project they
would develop while in residence in Paris. Once the details were worked out,
we received the couple, who set out to
immediately work on the ‘Memory of
Marnay-sur-Seine’. Art in this case had
a specific place. By this I mean that the
subject FA+ decided to work with, was
very much connected to the present
reality and the lives of the people of the
village they interviewed, as much as to
the past. Seeing the finished results in
one of the most beautiful buildings of
Paris in ‘le Marais’, where the Swedish
Cultural Centre is located, even though
melancholic, was strangely and beautifully juxtaposed.
One of my most enriching professional
experiences comes from being able to
participate with artists who so entirely
engage with people, the textures of
place and history in order to develop
a communication level that surpasses
into that realm called art without ever
leaving anything behind in their push
forward to developing a project. With
FA+, a kind of journey takes place,
which can perhaps, be attributed to
their own histories. With a stressfully short schedule, and the hope that
FA+ was not going to piss the French
populace off, I set out to explore with
them their views of this small village
of which camac is a part. The idea of
displacement has become a subject in
which the context we view art can play
a major role. With this growing diaspora,
comes a greater need for communication, a need to understand the other
and in turn be understood. That is to
say that, the ease with which we travel
has facilitated a dialogue that crosses
many boundaries for artists today. FA+
have used themes that touch on these
subjects. The mere use of materials
(food, viruses, ship containers) or
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simply themselves as concerned artists or
average citizens makes them connected to
the world in which we live. Their performances, video and photography works are
able to transport us into different worlds,
real or unreal.
‘For the Memory of Marnay’, FA+ created
a matrix of images based on interviews of
living personalities who have spent a large
part of their lives in this village, or been part
of it’s fabric for a long time. Black and White
films, taken by a local family as early as
1937, show a time gone. Lost. The audience
was transported to another time, a different
yet familiar world. A montage was done using the current interviews and the black and
white images. These were then projected
onto a thin transparent rice paper. Around
the projection hung heat transfer prints
FA+ created, using colour photo images of
indigenous subjects- abandoned buildings,
a nearby nuclear plant, the decorations
on the cemetery tombs. Slide projectors
around the room had something to say by
showing an alternating series of still images
made up of photos Aguerre took of the lace
curtains so commonly seen hanging on the
windows of the village houses. The idea of
what is now, or real became dream like in
a dialogue of past and present. The work
helped to form bridges between generations and age gaps.
The work of FA+ touches on the real, it does
mingle and make a mess. Falk and Aguerre
have taken their art out of the conventional
and brought it into the realm of the every
day. They are two artists who take on their
surroundings and circumstances head on,
and at the same time they are there guiding
us on a journey. Each time further.
Alexandra Keim - Director of Camac (marnay ar t
center)
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contra-natura

I n FA + i n s t a l l a t i o n C o n t r a - N a t u r a t h e d i f f e r e n t
plants biochemical warfare are being studied
into glass boxes. The war as a human activity
depicts in ingenious arrow systems in the glasses back side, after the traditional pedagogy in
history teaching. The Nature is here exposed
as anything but innocent and just “natural” in
the meaning of a standard determinative of the
“g o o d ” w a y. We l o o k a t n a t u r e f r o m o u r c u l ture (any other glance is hard to imagine) and
the longing for the clean and untainted have
s i n c e i n d u s t r i a l i s m ’s b i r t h p l a y e d a r o l l i n o u r
vision of the nature. The idea of the “natural”
as the right thing has still a certain meaning
i n t h e d i s c u s s i o n s a b o u t a s o c i e t y ’s o r g a n i z a tion, or for example in the discussions about
how woman and man are told to be. When the
human construction of war is transfer to the
vegetable kingdom it creates a relieving "looping": For sure are we biological beings too, but
the meaning of the natural can never be applied in an easy and straight way into Culture.
No debater could uphold that war would be
“the natural way” just because cucumbers and
tomatoes fight each other.
Ulrika Stahre, art critic

This installation was done for the show
Making Nature at Edsvik Art Hall, situated in the former service buildings of
a castle outside Stock holm, under
direction of Maria Fridh. FA+ occupied
a small wooden house from the 18th
century, earlier a bull’s stable. The work
deals with the idea of Nature as a cultural construction where we place the
”good”, for our convenience.
Five glass boxes (terrariums) were
standing in the middle of a quite dark
room and a wooden box hanging on a
wall. In those boxes, with the minimal
environmental conditions of hear t,
water and light there are different common plants, all producers of our food.
These plants are also natural enemies
and they use different tactics for conquering the living space, for example:
sunflowers and tomatoes emit gas to
destroy the plants in the neighbourhood, cucumbers and pumpkins strangle. In the boxes are fights for live and
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dead happening in very slow motion,
even if they look quite pretty. In the
back of the boxes arrows are painted
to show the development of famous
battles. Nature isn’t good. Nature isn’t
bad. Nature it is. The statement below
was at the entrance of the house

A statement for the installation

Each one of us has sat in a garden, or out in the forest
playing with the idea of being in harmony with the ”peaceful nature”. Nothing could be farther from the truth. The
idea of a ”peaceful nature” is just that, an idea, a cultural
construction, a concept created by us to attain rest and
relaxation when we need it most. To be in harmony with
the nature would actually mean to be in state of constant fight, everywhere, and all the time. We accept that
animals do fight and do kill each other. But plants do the
same. Out there in your little vegetable garden, amongst
the rows of carrots and tomatoes, there is a battle going
on. A forest is a full-scale battlefield, but because the
plants move in very, very slow motion and do not make
sounds, we decided to classify them as ”peaceful”. Africa
looks very peaceful too in a satellite photograph.

es are tight there is only one rule: to kill or be killed. So
there goes your theory of ”peaceful nature”. Sorry.
This work goes straight in conflict with one of the most
established myths and clichés of a well-living, selfcentred,
stressed, naiv ecological and politic correct middle urban
class population: The romantic idea of a peaceful Nature.
Only those who live close to nature in a day-by-day year
after year basis knows how hard it is to be ”a part of the
nature” and live from it.

Because the plants are stuck right there where they are
born, they develop their own kind of offensive/defensive
tactics. Mainly by using their own biochemical weapons,
but when it comes to close combat they also use strangulation, poisoning, amputation or starvation. A tomato-plant
is a devastating killer. If the plant in its neighborhood could
make sounds while getting intoxicated with the tomato’s
ethylene gas you would not like to sit around and listen to
it and you definitely would not call it peaceful.
In each one of these boxes there is a fight going on. As
usual business, the fight is about to control control of the
limited resources that guarantees the individuals survival.
An interaction, or about forming a pact, can occur when
fighting a major (common) enemy. Yet, when the resourc67

THE OTHER DEAD

I n T h e O t h e r D e a d FA + t o o k t h e s y m b o l s o f
the Catholic Church and turn them upside
down, with such an explosive rhetoric that
t h e t i t l e C u l t u r a l Te r r o r i s t s u s e d b y A . K e i m
to describe their work of Art, comes here to
i t ’s c o m p l e t e m e a n i n g , l i k e a r a d i c a l c o n t i n u ation of Il Cadavere Squisito.

While working with La Donna di Panne
(see Il Cadavere Squisito) in Chiaravale,
FA+ had the idea to cover the body with
sacramental wafers. Chiaravalle was a
small village (today a suburb of Milan)
build around a Benedictine abbey. The
abbey is famous for it’s church an it’s
Gregorian monks songs, still produce
and sale chickens, eggs, honey, bread,
cakes and… sacramental wafers. With
the intention to buy wafers, they visited
the abbey and contacted the nuns in
charge of the bakery, but they where
told that only men of the church are
aloud to buy them for religious purposes. The artists insisted arguing that
they should do an exception, for the
sake of Art and innocently reveal their
intention: to cover the body of a woman
in bread to be eaten by pigeons in front
of the St. Marcus Cathedral in Venice.
The nuns first lost their smiles and got
pale, horrified, then they got red, furious for such a blasphemy. The artists
were thrown out of the abbey. They
used the eggs of the abbey anyway
to do the delicious corpse.
Some years later the unfulfilled idea to
use sacramental wafers was re-activated for Idiologia – The Nordic Biennial.
While staying in Rome preparing the
material for the work Schengen Tours,
they did a new intent to attain wafers.
Beside the St. Peter Cathedral, in the
Vatican, they spot a shop with church
supplies, all the attires, clothes and
elements used in the Catholic Church
rituals and, of course, also wafers.
Gustavo went into the shop, Ingrid
waited outside. While a group of priests
where testing some new clothes, he
start asking the prices of the crucifixes
and all the mass utensils and ”…By the
way, do you have wafers?” the lady attendant took up a box filled with wafers
in small plastic bags and wonder if he
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wants a 10 or a 50 wafer’s package ”I want
them all!” he answered happily and by the
suspicious surprise of the lady he explain
that he have this poor little church up in the
North of Europe, in the Protestant Sweden, far away, . he cannot afford to come
to Rome very often and his little catholic
congregation get a bit disappointed if they
don’t have the REAL wafers for the mass,
he wanted actually to buy a new cloth but
he rather buy more wafers. He got a discount. With all this wafers in a plastic bag
with the symbols of the church printed on
it he went to St. Peter’s Cathedral. It was
his lucky day; the Holy Father in person
was giving his sanctification. Pressed
between nuns from Africa and Asia, with
his bag up in the air, Gustavo moved slowly
forward and got his wafers sanctify by the

Pope himself. The sacramental wafers were loaded and
ready to be used in The Other Dead.
Like in many other FA+ works, the elements involved
here used are apparently simple but combined in such a
particular way that they create a complexity of meanings
that its possible interpretations are almost endless.
A dark-red room. Dark as blood, the mass wine, the
Cardinal’s clothes, the greed in the Church’s historic
corridors. A very high and narrow entrance to the room
(the abstraction of a vagina) surrounded by a trinity of
wafers – A holy penetration? Inside, a sculpture on a
podium and three pictures – icons – hanging on the red
walls. The sculpture is a white torso of a woman, naked,
lying relaxed with wide open legs, provoking, inviting.
The woman’s body is done with religious wafers.
In church liturgy the sacramental wafer represents the
body of Jesus to be taken through the mouth in the
mass, the wine his blood. The woman’s body is to be
”taken” with the mouth, at the same time the body will
”penetrate” you through your mouth and fill you with
life. Around this provocative object the three icons. In
the central, two naked bodies, a man and a woman,
entangled in an erotic situation. Above them a church
window reproducing a saint and the entrance of a pantheon, a house of dead. To the left a naked woman doing
oral sex to a man, below them to image of an altar in a
pantheon the prolongation of the crucifix becomes the
sex of the man, behind the crucifix in a glass window
the image of the Holy Maria. To the right a man making
oral sex to a woman, below another pantheon with a
marble sculpture of an angel showing a young girl the
way to paradise, the pantheon’s vault becomes the
woman’s sex and the angel is pointing at it. Even if
the pictures are clearly raw reproductions of the sexual
act they do not give the feeling of pornography, how’s
that? Because here the usual ”third part” involved is not
here, the peep hole to look through while two bodies
are having sexual intercourse Here the photographs
are don by one of the partners, it becomes an intimate
documentation of the pleasure of oral sex, before the
orgasm, before the other dead.
The religious scene of the photos are not taken in
churches but in the cemetery Recoleta. This is a very
exclusive graveyard in a very fashionable area of Buenos
Aires, only old oligarchic families and national heroes.
But families die out too. In the ”death’s city” of Recoleta
they photograph tombs of families that no longer exist,
nobody care for those bones anymore, nobody pays
to clean the pantheons or to put down new flowers.
They are slowly dieing again, out of the privet or social
memory; all that religious scenery that guaranty them
eternal existence among the deaths and the living is
falling apart into the other dead: oblivion.
The O ther Dead: Orgasm, oblivion, the end of the
memory of pleasure, the end of the memory of life,
the end of eternal life, the end of eternity, the end of
believing. Explosive thoughts, if taken serious
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SAY HELLO

+

The image of Mankind,
for the others.
In 1972 the space ship Pioneer
10 was sent to the space. In
December of 73 it reached Jup i t e r, p a s s e d t h r o u g h t h e o r b i t
of Jupiter and Saturn and continued its journey towards the
outer space, outside our Solar
System. The first interstellar
ship constructed by the Human being.
With luck it will reach the
nearest star within 80.000
years. Unless it's not before
t h a t d i s c o v e r e d b y ”o t h e r s ”
of course. Anticipating the
possibility of such encounter
and since we are moving on in
other neighborhood, the NASA
provide the ship with the first
visit-card that represents the
complete Mankind, with its
past and its future.
Fasten to the body had a
placket that contained enough
information so that any intelligent being of the universe
can figure out the origin of the
device. Just certain astronomy
knowledges are needed, capacity to decipher the binary
language invented by the humans and, with certain fantasy, to understand that a naked
c h a r a c t e r, w i t h t h e r a i s e d a r m
and showing the palm of his
hand means:

”Hi, I’m Adam and she is Eve, we
are new in this part of the galaxy
and we are looking for somebody
to have a chat about God and The
Creation. Is there anybody home?
Do you have apples around here?"
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The picture of a naked male and female
human being on top of a design of the
space ship, the galacsy’s 14 vectors,
an hidrogen molecule and the trajectory of th ship out of our solar system.
These are the elements on the plaket
transported by Pioneer 10: Mankind
for export. The plaket by FA+ (FA+ for
export) was fastened on the toilet’s
door at the Ekeby Quarn Art Space,
in Uppsala, North of Stockholm, for
the show with the theme ”Mankind”.
Think ing about the task to create
something that represents ”Manking”
they remember that it allready exist,
courtecy of NASA.
Just in case ”some others” did find the
ship and understood the adress writen
in the card and they just happened to
pass by the area while the show still
was upp, the artist also burned the
same figures in the grass, in full scale.
It may help the ”other visitors” to find
the sender. These two burned shadows
also reminded too to the recent news
paper’s pictures of the massgraves in
Bosnien. The other side of Mankind.
The same burned-grass thecnique was
a matter of course when they were invited to do a work in a park in Belgade it
became Healing time, a massgrave and
hospital to cure the bad memory.
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healing time
A temporal monument for the unknown civilian
Belgrade

Belgrade it’s a city with wounds, visible and invisible wounds. Ten years
of oppression, corruption, blockade,
isolation, for many people ten years
of fight against it; then a war. Yugoslavia became Ex-Yugoslavia became
Serbia-Montenegro became... Belgrade
became the capital of an ex-country,
and then came the bombings. The
NATO succeeded with killing mostly
civilians, completely destroys the opposition against Milosevic and made
him a patriotic hero. Now Belgrade is
slowly trying to recover and rebuild the
contact with the world in the middle
of an economic collapse and a Mafia
take-over. Belef, the Belgrade Summer
Art Festival - a yearly cultural event - is
an effort to establish new contacts in
the world of dance, theater, music,
performance and visual arts and regain
the city to the civilians and give new life
to the summer holidays.
The Lake Ada

Belgrade is a very active, intense and
noisy city, highly polluted and very
warm during the summer. The lake
Ada is the oasis that the people need.
Located in the center of the city, with
beaches, parks, spor t ’s fields, coffees and restaurants, it offers an easy
escape for all. It is extremely popular,
about 350.000 visitors every day. The
work was placed close to the only entrance that the resort has; all visitors
have to pass in front of this site. After a
couple of months, practically the whole
of Belgrade will have seen it and many
can follow the process.
The Work

Entering the park the visitors notice
the presence of white frames buried
or emerging from the earth. Approaching, they can see that the frames are
from hospital’s beds, and they build
beds of grass. Getting even closer,
they can see something laying in the
bed, a shadow, The silhouette of a
person laying in the bed of grass, actually burned in the grass, laying in the
earth, being the earth, the shadow of
somebody missing, burned into the
earth, a wound, a memory. The shadow
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was captured from the people passing by
the site days before, the people of Belgrade
lend their shadows, their wounds, and each
label has the name of that person. Each bed
it is labeled:
WOUND 444 SASHA

It may be a quite sad image in the beginning,
it recalls memories of the war, 17 wounds laying there, in theirs bed of grass. But as time
goes by, the visitors of the lake Ada will see
the healing process begin. Nature will take
care of it - Life goes on and the grass will grow
again - earth to earth, and new wild flowers
replace the wounds, the shadows turn green.
Life continues and those who are still here
learn to live with the memories as the grass
grows. After the Healing Time we would have
a new beginning.
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SCHENGEN TOURS
The Schengen Treaty Fortress Europe

The Schengen Treaty is a paper construction signed by the countries of
the European Community and Norway
to avoid, in a ”legal” way, the Geneva
Convention for Human Rights, which
they also signed. In that convention it
is written that everyone persecuted
in his or hers own countr y has the
right to ask for help and shelter and
all the countries that has signed it
have the obligation to tend to this
person until proved right or wrong.
This develop trouble for the hosting
countr y because it has to suppor t
these people with housing, food, sanity care, education and in plenty of
cases special medical treatment since
plenty of refugees are coming from
deeply traumatic war experiences.
Since some of these war conflicts are
long lasting the refugees becomes
citizens, unfitted and unwanted. All this
cost money. In the Schengen Treaty the
countries found a way to come around
to this specific Human Right: Everyone
has the right to APPLY for shelter
BEFORE entering and from OUTSIDE
the Schengen countries borders. They
simply must ask for a visa. Which they
never get. Any person without a visa in
the Schengen territory is an ILLEGAL
ALIEN and it’s thrown out of the country on the spot with no right to claim
refugee status.
To make sure that nobody gets into
Schengen without permit, a gigantic
wall has been build all around Europe,
larger and far more sophisticated then
the Berlin’s wall ever been. This wall
was build in complete silence and
without any protest or repercussion
in the media: it is for our protection,
to protect US from THEM, those who
want to come to steal our wives, take
our jobs, spend our tax money and
dirty one’s neighborhood.
Fortress Europe, with border militarization, asylum laws, detention policy,
deportations, carrier sanctions... has
close tightly the doors and no one in
need it’s welcome, not even people
from those countries that gave shelter to European refugees during two
World Wars and the depressions in
between and after. Only young, healthy, well educated (university degree)
people, whit language knowledge and
money have a chance to be accepted...
Cynic? No, business as usual.
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Humor and Solidarity

Burned matches placed in regular paterns, cigarettes smocked to butts travelling over the surface of a picture. The
traces of waiting and meaninglessness
is one of the parts in the art collective
FA+ complex project and installation
Schengen Tours. It is now shown at
the Maritime Museum in Stockholm
with 10 other art pieces, under the
title Project Future. The bitter situation of the things in Schengen Tours
becomes a screwed vision of possible
cynical ways to administrate Fortress
Europe. Ever y time I see Schengen
Tours it becomes more and more brilliant. When humour and solidarity plays
well together dry roses, photographs
and bizarre advertising campaigns have
a long range. The project gives back
some of the "illegal refugges" dignity
but also show very clearly the cruelty
and tragedy involved. The same week
of the exhibition’s opening news from
Denmark arrives about a proposition
for harder actions against refugees
hiders and to change the asylum’s
regulations.
Ulrik a Stahre, Ar t Critic - Aftonbladet,
March 04
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Life as Cargo

The colours are faded plastic. A shiny smiling professional wearing a slightly too short pleated skirt,
in front of what turns out to be a metal container,
welcoming anybody in. Her smile is competent
and confident. If the container had wings, she
could just as well be an airhostess from those
days, when the airplane ride itself was a promise
of a change in life, drinks weren’t being rationed,
and travelling was all excitement. The destination
would be a cheap semester paradise somewhere
east of the west, but it didn’t matter, since then
for once you could afford all that you desired, and
more. But inside this particular container, the
standardized basic unit of transportation, there are
red velvety chairs facing backwards. Something
is profoundly off here. Schengen Tours, it says.
What? Where to?
Mostly rich, mostly white people carrying a ”good”
passport can move around the united free Europe,
as they wish. But, alas, if you come from beyond
the magic circle of honoured Europeans, no
trespassing is allowed. Your only chance to come
to the land of milk and honey is to get delivered:
in a cold metal container, smothered; a squeaky
boat, getting thrown overboard before arriving to
the destination, or the boat will sink; or whatever,
walking and freezing over the Ararat mountains,
getting tugged at by the wolves, shot at by border
patrols, or, even jumping to your own death when
panicking. Of course, you might still be reasonably
wealthy, having saved up for years, and, pay many
times the price of a legal plane ticket and fly into
Europe. Though still no guarantee that what you
have received might prove false. Pray that the falsified passports and other documents have been
done by professionals of the field. Pray that you
have luck with the authorities at your port of arrival.
At the airports, we witness such scenes daily. Look
around at Arlanda the next time you catch a flight
to a meeting in Brussels, or to a week of relaxation
somewhere sunny. There are two passport lines,
one for the EU-citizens, and the other one for the
rest, the other ones (no capital letter here). Even
if you want to protest against this, the practical
sense wins. The others line draws too poorly;
every passport is diligently checked. As opposed
to the EU-passport line, where you just glide past
the custom officer: here I come, a member of the
free world, a representative of free trade a supposedly democratic political system. My country
is not at war (or if so, on the winning side), thus I
did not have to flee; I have enough money to buy
food for my family, I am not suspected of travelling
because looking for a job. Respectable citizens or
asylum seekers and refugees, this is the division.
Judgment begins with your looks.
In Schengen Tours, Ingrid Falk and Gustavo
Aguerre, FA+, have depicted a painful scene
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of the labour and refugee prostitution, in what
we call modern Europe. The tour guides are
themselves the products of the same system
of non-egalitarianism. They have jobs in human
smuggling, but they are making a good profit of it.
The losses are huge, as well, though they are not
counted in money, but in people’s lives.
Tzvetan Todorov writes in “Facing the extreme”
(1996, 39): “Even before considering the details
of moral life in the [concentration] camps, one
can see that the hypothesis that individuals
behave as wolves toward one another is not
supported by observation. […] except under
extreme constraint, human beings are prompted,
among other things, to communicate with another, to help one another, and to distinguish
good from evil.”
What if the extreme constraint is the immigration
legislation of the present-day rich Europe? Alain
Morice shows in Le Monde Diplomatique, March
2004, how more than 4000 people have died in
the attempts to cross the borders to Europe, in
1992 – 2003.
People are automatically turned into winners and
losers. And in that game nobody comes out with
a full hand, only immorality increases. Schengen
Tours guides us to the desperate backyard of
wealth and power: life in a container, life as a unit
of cargo.
Check Todorov, when you turn the page, he
doesn’t sound as optimistic anymore. But he
sees one possibility: moral values. He separates
between vital and moral values: “For the vital
values it is my life that is sacred; for moral values
it is the life of someone else that is.”
Jaana Loipponen
Jaana Loipponen is a freelance writer and a researcher. Her doctoral thesis concerns loss, evacuation and immigration especially
in the case of women and children, caused by World War II, for
the S chool of G eography, Politics and S ociology, Universit y of
Newcastle, England.

S c h e n g e n To u r s w a s c r e a t e d f o r t h e T i r a n a
Biennale 1. The curator was Jan-Erik Lundström, director of BildMuseet, Sweden.
Along the way it was completed and it also
expanded, it keept on growing every time it
was shown.

Schengen Tours is a (fake) travel agency
that openly and cynically want to insert
itself into the deadly business of smuggling people to Europe, an activity that
escalated since the Schengen Treaty
came into practice. The ”agency” uses
and develops all the usual elements
and clichés of advertising in the travelling business but twisted. The orange
color of the background wall, often
used by many travel agencies symbolizes the sun, the warm beaches, and
the happy holidays.
Flashy, attractive logos in the main
poster and the photograph of a good
looking stewardess with an elegant
uniform (”casually” blown by the wind
alous us to appreciate her legs), inviting
us to come on board of the transportation mean: A sea container – we are
all aware by now that containers have
been found in different ports with the
corpses of people that died suffocating
while being smuggled into Europe. If
not enough with that for black humor,
the container with the Sch. T. logo
is placed in the middle of Piazza St.
Peter in the Vatican, probably one of
the most forbidden and well guarded
public places in all Europe; the message is clear: If they can take it there,
they can take it anywhere.
As all travel agencies, Sch. T. also
shows their accommodation facilities,
but instead of a picture of a sunny hotel
with a pool, they have a photograph
and a model of the residence: Containers in piles at the outskirts of the cities,
easy to move and reorganize to other
location if so needed. Sch. T. uses the
modern and trendy concept (no less
cynical in real life) of ”compact living”.
In another poster a sexy pin-up girl

encourage possible young travelers to
hurry and join the Sch. T. Club (like in
”20 to 30 Traveller’s Club” or ”Single
Traveller’s Club”) and as a bonus gain
a fantastic T-shirt with the Sch. T. logo
printed on it. On the orange wall painted, with oil crayons in shinny colors,
is the map of the Schengen countries,
the target, as they promise ”We take
you through Europe”
So far so good for the world of promises and desire of a travel agency. But
they go further.
A second wall, not orange but shitty
brown shows the (real) documentation
of ”the happy customers” those who
succeed trespassing over the forbidden borders.
The cynical black humor makes a fast
turn and confronts the viewer with
another reality. The accomplice I-knowwhat-you-mean smile suddenly feels a
bit uncomfortable, uneasy to be hold.
This brownish wall is a kind of an altar,
homage or reverence.
Ingrid and Gustavo spent a month in
the Trastevere’s quarter, in Rome, and
went every day and night to bars and
restaurants of the neighbourhood to
sort out who is who among all the
illegal immigrants and sellers that go
from table to table.
All those ”illegal aliens” work to earn
some money but even this illegal occupation is regulated and controlled
by the local ”boss of the hood” and
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also are being divided by ethnical groups: The ”Pakis”
(Pakistani) and only the ”Pakis” sell roses, the ”Indus”
take Polaroid’s pictures, the ”Jamaicans” sell boot-leg
copies of music CDs, the ”Africans” sell copies of Y. S.
L. hand-bags, the ”Asians” sell all kind of small devices
with twinkling lights and peeping sounds like vibrating
hair brushes and lightning ball pens. A remarkable object
FA+ bought from them is a small replica of a shoe that
functions as a cigarette lighter. The little white shoe,
about 4 cm long is perfectly done, with laces and all; it
is made by a high skilled hand. It may take a couple of
hours work and they paid two euro for it. How much the
seller gets? How much the worker gets? How much ”the
boss” gets? Who knows?
Two young Albanian fellows that could speak Italian found
an ”independent alternative”; they invented an Association for Care of Homeless Pets (a sister association of
FA+ We Care, for real?). They have these home made
identification cards attached to their jackets for credibility
(!?) and sell home made post cards with kittiens and puppies drawn by themselfs, for some cents. The money will
go to help the poor animals, of course!
Another Albanian, a girl, was very lucky, she was young,
good looking and could speak Italian: She was working in
a bar, ten hours a day, seven days a week and she could
keep a part of the tip, a lot of money for her. She didn not
have to provide any ”other services”.
On the top of the brown wall there is a line of burned
matches forming a regular pattern, like all these lives, they
are burned by design. A line of cigarette buds dripping
along the wall one after the other, the meaningless time,
the never ending waiting, the anxiety of being arrested,
the loneliness, the daily denigration, the survival in the
promised land.
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With a sharp turn around we are confronted by
the third wall, the Van Dike brown gets dark,
almost black. With a white crayon lines are
drawn of an enlarged and stretched copy of
Hokusai’s famous The Great Wave. In the Japanese master’s print we see two small fisher
boats in a furious sea that are about to meet
their fate, a large wave is falling over them. The
magnificent Mount Fuji in the background is
the silent and indifferent witness. This image is
not chosen by chance; those that were having
a bad time are going to have it worse. This is
the dark back side of the installation.
All along the wall are A2-size sheets of paper
hanging close together, lighted with a very
week light bulb. Each paper is filled with data
from top to bottom, pressed tight together, in
small characters, divided in different columns.
Date when found / number of people / name /
country of origin / where found - cause of dead
/ source. There you have them, one after the
other, in black on white, unsentimental facts.
This is painful reading, a shameful reading.
We all hear the news, now and then, about a
boat with refugees that capsized somewhere
with so or so many drowned, nobody lifts an
eyebrow anymore. A drama when repeated
too often loses its impact in our empathy. But
you are not prepared to this, in an art show,
to face suddenly all of them at once. The 3746
people found dead until 2001 trying to enter
Fortress Europe illegally. These are the corpses
that have been found. How many are still laying at the bottom of the sea or in the deserts
and in mountains surrounding the Schengen
borders?

If you cannot imagine how it feels to be exposed to such ”an adventure”, you just have to
step into the container beside the installation
and picture yourself and your family close in
there while the oxygen is almost gone. At
the back of the container, in a video-projection,
a night vision camera follows (in real life) a
group of young men in their attempt to cross
the border from Turkey to Greece. They have
spend all their savings to pay the smugglers
10.000 $ for the trip for a better life. They look
like any other young guy in your neighbourhood, dressed like if they are going to a bar
for a drink, not knowing that the elite of the
European army, the most welltrained and
equipped soldiers, with painted faces, dogs,
mine fields, barbed wires, silent patrols on
land air and water are just waiting for them.
All of them were arrested.
So much money, so much energy, so much
time and so many lives expended in not welcoming people in need.
This work of FA+ exposes clearly the collapse
and dead of the European Humanism and the
victory of grief and short term solutions. It is
impossible to see this installation and leave
it untouch.

A couple of pictures show the means to
hunt the unwished: High speed, silent boats
equipped with the state of art technology in
radar and ultraviolet detection. Black night flying silent helicopters with same night vision
equipment and a picture of the wall, very much
alike the wall that Israel is building in Palestine.
A machinery ”to protect” us that cost millions
of euros by the minute.
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At the BildMuseet in Umeå, the
container was placed into the
exibition room and at the Alingsås Art
Museum, For Idiologia 2, the Nordic
Art Biennial, The video was shown in
a different way, making a new work
of its own called Steinway to Heaven.
The video was projected on a note’s
book in the stand of a Steinway piano
and from the inside of the piano
three projectors showed it in the
surrounding walls.
Another work,
was added to the
installation The End of the Sublime.
The work consists in two sets of real
receipts from a cheap supermarket
in Stockholm, where a base family
(two parents with two children, FA+
family) buy the food and the hygienic
supplies for one month. The longitude
of the receipts shows the economical
situation of the family in that particular
month and gives a chance to analyze
the consumer habits of the family. The
receipts can also be read as a kind
of concrete poetry, making stunning
combinations of meanings depending
of how the products are lined up.
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FA+TLK

Five life-size sculptures for the show “The Swedish Heart” at
Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden, June - August 2004
Exhibitions are always created with a
particular audience in mind. The average
visitor is rarely mentioned in catalogues,
but museums are forever training and
fostering their audience with tours and
events. Their efforts focus partly on the
general public and partly on the professional
art world. But who are the individuals that
feel comfortable in, or addressed by, the
museum? Just by the entrance to the
exhibition - but outside the door - stand five
casts of human figures. These figures were
made by FA+, and they portray the hip hop
heroes The Latin Kings, in company with
the artists themselves. They remain on the
threshold and help to mark the boundary to
the exhibition. Their attitude is ambiguous:
either they are just hanging out, or perhaps
they are hesitant about whether this is the
right place for them, if they belong here, or
even want to belong.
Today, many artists engage in luring their
audience to see their surroundings in
a new light, perhaps to take a closer
look at their neighbour or their usual
supermarket. The focus of this relational
aesthetic is on the framework, the actual
familiarity, or the enactment of what we
call art, rather than a particular object
or monument. In the 1990s, more and
more artists started working on objectless projects financed by more saleable
art, day jobs or grants and scholarships.
When FA+ embarked on this road it was
not particularly widespread in Sweden.
In various group projects under the FA+
signature, the artists Ingrid Falk and Gustavo
Aguerre have seized the contemporary
art stage, not least with the aim of
problematising the concept of the lone
genius and the Great Artist. These pioneers
in the field of site-specific art have often
applied a provocative, activist approach. At
a release party for the magazine »Tidskriften
90tal« (1997) FA+ organized an admittance
where guests could choose between a VIP
lane for “Stockholm’s cultural elite” and a
lane for “immigrants/ ordinary people”. Both
queues led to the same door and box office,
but those who considered themselves to
belong to the cultural elite were questioned
by the bouncers about their origins, income
and occupation. Those whose answers
were not up to par had to join the “ordinary”
queue. At the Italian pavilion at the Venice
Biennale in 1999, FA+ presented a lunch on
the theme of »Contagion« - an international,
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cross-disciplinary project that had been
launched in 1995 to besmear national
purity and delete it in various joint projects.
The rumour of the death of political art is
greatly exaggerated, as the work of FA+
over the past 20 years serves to prove. FA+
has examined social charity, humanitarian
aid and the effects of the European Union
on Swedishness and other identities. In
2001, they took part in the Biennale in
Buenos Aires with »The Toaster«, a title that
alluded not only to the motif and material toaster and toast - but to electric torture. It
is in the nature of things that commitment
to specific issues is not considered cool,
and can therefore be hard to express in
an artistically detached manner. Irony and
humour, however, can lead to a certain
detachment, albeit at the cost of coolness.
With these means FA+ puts the integrity
and dignity of both artist and audience
to the test. Their challenge demands a
response.
Text from the exhibition’s catalogue by
Charlotte Bydler
FA+TLK belongs to the collection of Moderna Museet

Why FA+TLK?

Both The Latin Kings and FA+ are like two sides of
the same coin. Each one from their own side recreate the Swedish culture. They re-invented art and
music.
In 1994 Salla, Dogge and Chepe, three latino
youngsters living in the outskirts of Stockholm
invented the Swedish hip hop. They were the first
who rap in Swedish, sung about the suburbs and the
daily life in the apartheid-like immigrant’s ghettos.
They sampled the Swedish culture altogether, from
children’s songs to Olof Palme speeches talking a
new language, their own slang. They took culture
Sweden by storm: The immigrants do actually exist!!
And they have their own voice. TLK opened the door
that everybody has to past trough if they want to be
a part of the game. They are simply the best.
One can speak also about art in Sweden before and
after FA+. When they settle down in 1984, Stockholm
was a sleepy village in the outskirts of Europe, very
conservative, cultural racist and reactionary against
all changes. Gustavo got to learn right away that he
was a “immigrant-artist” and as such he was not
welcome at all in the Swedish Fine Art, immigrants
are not fine, to make an exhibition of an immigrant
was like to get a cancer in the middle of the face.
Ingrid
became
“immigrant-by-asociation”,
she
became unclean, same unwelcome. This was not a
mayor problem for FA+, coming from Mediterranean
artistic activities and experiences with group work
and street performances and installations they just
keep they artistic procedures using the street as they
arena doing multi medial installations, relationistic
and interactive art pieces before anybody else, even
before the word “relationistic” was even invented.
By the way they change the idea of what art is in
Sweden, relation to museums and galleries and
relation to the mainstream art world. Year after years
they kept on working submerged in a complete and
methodic silence from the critics which refuse to
give FA+ space in the art world created and directed
by themselves where only artists that follow their
rules were accepted. I took a hall new generation
of art critics and curators to FA+ break through and
the acceptance of their art work as one of the most
relevant produced in Sweden.
Both The Latin Kings and FA+ are now well known
and recognised by the audience and the critic. Both
did it by themselves, against all odds. Now they are
standing strong on their own feet at the entrance
of a show that wants to define the “new” Swedish
identity.
FA+TLK does not need a new definition of their
identities, they have being carrying their own with
integrity from the beginning, now they are standing
outside the door and no one who wants to enter can
avoid them, everybody has to go through. They are
here to stay.
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FA+ Norén / WAR
FA+
was
asked
by
The
Living
History
Forum
to
do
an
art
piece
to
tour
parallel
but
independent
with
Lars
Norén
latest
theater
play
that
was
going
to
tour
all
around
the
country with Sweden Nationwide Theatre.

The result of this cooperation was
a touring, site specific, outdoor
installation of different types of
traffic signs in variable number (25
to 35) to be placed in the streets of
Lund, Linköping, Umeå, Botkyrka,
Gothenburg, Vara and Stockholm,
Sweden. September - December
2004. Inspired by the text FA+ decided
to literally use it to transport some of
the play’s atmosphere to the streets
of the Swedish cities.The usual
text of the signs was replaced with
quotations of the theatre play by the
author Lars Norén, one of the most
important Swedish play writers ever.
The aim of the project was to focus
the public opinion on the systematic
and massive rape of women and
children as a strategic weapon of
war. The project includes the theater
play by L. Norén, an art work by FA+,
conversations with the audience
about the issue and the play, seminars
and conferences about the situation of
women and children in war by a panel
of experts.
In a war situation, even in the places
where no bombings or fighting
happened, life changes radically;
every sign gets another meaning,
every symbol changes sense, every
face becomes another person; the
former stability becomes unstable.
In the public space of the cities, in
the streets, the traffic signs are the
most neutral, stable and reliable
representation of order and security.
They regulate the flow of cars and
people in a common agreement for the
best security of everybody. Through
changing the well known texts for the
play’s raw lines, FA+ incorporates a
moment of uncertainty and anguish in
the well ordered everyday life of the
by passers an uncertainty about from
whom and to whom is the message.
In Gothhenburg and Vara the
installation was forbiden by the city
autorities.
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They forced me to look at it while they did it

If you had some honour in your body you would have taken
your life

BLOODY PIG, YOU ARE JUST LIKE ALL THE OTHERS
- When

I grow up I will always be alone

They want to have such stupid kids like you because you don’t have any contagious diseases yet - At the end we are going to think that all it is normal

DADDY, LET IT BE - I can’t even take revenge

One day the women cut off her hair

First I’ll kill them and then I’ll kill you
I smell starvation
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BLACK DAYS AND WHITE NIGHTS

For the exibition SAFE at Blekinge Art Museum
and Karlskrona Art Hall. Curated by Torun Ekstrand, June - August 2005, Karlskrona, Sweden

CHESS
Tenuous king, slant bishop, furious
queen, direct tower and shrewd pawn
over the black & white path
seek and engage their armed campaign.
They do not realize the determined hand
of the player governs their destiny.
they do not know that an adamantine rigor
governs their will and their journey.
The player, too is a captive
(the sentence is Omar’s) on another board
of black nights and white days.
God moves the player, the player, in turn, the piece.
Which God beyond God begins the plot
made of dust and time and dream and agony?
J. L. Borges
AJEDREZ
Tenue rey, sesgo alfil, encarnizada
reina, torre directa y peón ladino
sobre lo negro y blanco del camino
buscan y libran su batalla armada.
No saben que la mano señalada
del jugador gobierna su destino,
no saben que un rigor adamantino
sujeta su albedrío y su jornada.
También el jugador es prisionero
(la sentencia es de Omar) de otro tablero
de negras noches y blancos días.
Dios mueve al jugador, y éste, la pieza.
¿Qué Dios detrás de Dios la trama empieza
de polvo y tiempo y sueño y agonías?
J. L. Borges
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SAFE

An exhibition about safety
The idea of safety includes, at least, two contenders,
a possible attacker and a cautious defender. A balance of power. A constant confrontation. A never ending
observation of the other. The use of a tactic, from brutal force to intelligence. The attacker and the defender
need each other to keep their existence as such. They
live in symbiosis.
Who, what’s the enemy? How, when it will assault?
Should we attack first to defend us? Should we build
walls? Should we use barbed wire, surveillance cameras, sit-bells, helmet, gas masks, condoms? But how
we protect us from the unexpected, the unknown,
the unpredictable, the stuff that the dynamic of life is
made of?
The idea of safe it’s an illusion, a deception of the instinct of self-preservation, a self-fraud that we construct to be able to go out to the street without fear,
to send the children to school without anxiety. We like
to think that we are on control of our movements but
there is a higher player controlling us who in turn have
a higher player above…
All the elements of this dilemma can be found in a very
well known squared little room: The game of chess.
Chess, the endless war that begun in the Orient long
time ago. A battle among two kingdoms, two colors
hating each other. A fight that, as a virus, has infected
all the planet and which will continue even after the
temporary winner or looser leaves the room and life. A
game that mirrors another game that mirrors…

BLACK DAYS AND WHITE NIGHTS
About the illusion of safety

Into the Blekinge Art Museum’s room there is another
room. A square room made of silk paper attached to
the ceiling. The walls of the room are made with square paper sheets. The walls have no contact with each
other or the floor. Each wall hangs free.
The lightness of the paper make’s that the walls move
as soon as somebody enters the room or goes close
to it. The room changes shape and dimension all the
time, You can’t enter the same room twice - As in Heraclitus river - You leave a different room then the one
you enter.
But apparently and un-reflected it’s the same room all
the time, for everybody.
Into the paper room it’s another square room with clear
glass walls. The floor of this room it’s divided in 64 square rooms: A chess board.
The glass walls mirror the chess board and the reflection of the chess board in the other glasses ad infinitum,
creating more rooms made of light and air which shows
up or disappears depending of your position in the paper room.
On the chess board the endless battle continues. In this
case is the last game of Spassky vs. Fisher - East meets
West - for 5 million dollar. The match it’s frozen in Fisher’s
5th move to defend himself against Spassky’s unusual
attack with three pawns ahead in the same line.
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The battlefield (the board) has been
updated. War may still be square but
not only black and white as we are
wanted to believe, but a complexity
of gray nuances; some square are
black and white at the same time,
contradictions in these situations are
common.
The board it’s done whit the picture
(which also it is their flag, coat of arms
or emblem) of both challenger. The
images are woven together as in a tapestry - they live in symbiosis - Standing in one or the other player position
you can see printed on the opposite
paper wall the icon of the competitor
and identify it in the board.
Both pictures are taken from Blekinge
museum’s historical collection and belong to the 60’s Health Department’s
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pedagogic campaign on health and hygiene. These pictures were used to learn how to prevent the spread of
virus/bacteria and contagious diseases.
They are called: The self-exploding and The meat-choppers. Two different strategies.

There are no more kings, queens or bishops
in the battlefield anymore.
In today’s war 99% of the casualties are civilians. Genocide, massive rape of woman
and children and mass arrest, torture and
execution without trials are common weapons in ALL army’s tactics. The civilian population it’s the real target.
The figures in this board, instead of following the no more existent pattern of
pawns, towers, horses and kings, are normal people and all in the same color. They
get their place in the hierarchy depending
on in which field they are when the game
beguines, some have to be canon food to
reach a higher goal. There is a “We” and
there is a “Them”.
The small plaster figures are also objects
from the collection of the museum. They
come from the science of Phrenology, the
study of the skull formation (or miss-formation) that tells the personality of the individual into that skull: criminal, jude, gipsy,
all-around stupid and so on. You are there

too. This “scientific theories” gave in turn
a “scientific” base to the Nazi ideology to
demonstrate the Arian superiority and to
apply the “Race Hygiene” laws that in practice in Sweden had the consequence of the
sterilization of women with the “wrong”
skull, apply as late as into the 60’s.
This little figures were used to study and
learn to recognize nature’s mistakes and lower races skulls conformations.
And there they are, fighting against each
other - dog eat dog - convinced that they
are in the right side of the board and the
safety of their living standards and ideals
are depending of their movements through
the board.
They do not know that the hand of another
player is designing their destiny. The players
didn’t new either that another hand was deciding their fate.
Spassky got the 5 million dollar.
Both Spassky and Fisher lived in exile.
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Kaliningrad Taken Over

Art-book/object
with
photos
from
Kaliningrad,
a
short
story
by
Gustavo
Aguerre
and
a
soundtrack
by
Danil
Akimov.
25
unique
exemplars, numerated and signed.
Also
publish
as
eBook.
For
the
celebration
of
the
750
years
of
Kaliningrad/Köningsberg
at
The
National
Centre
of
Contemporary
Art,
July 2005

The book it’s printed in 25 unique
exemplars, numerated and signed by
the artists. The size is 34 cm wide x
25 cm high. The covers are in rusty
metal sheets 1.2 mm thick. - Because
the way the rust behaves all the covers
are unique. - The title it’s painted by
hand and it differs from cover to cover.
It contains 145 full color pages. - 104
photo sides printed to the edge in 120
g. silk-shine white paper. - 41 photo
and text sides in semitransparent trace
paper. The book is binded by hand. It
contains a music CD with the sound
composition KTO by Membranoid. KTO is the soundtrack of the book and
it should be played while looking at it. KTO it’s composed using the recordings
of FA+ in Kaliningrad. - The CD also
includes the old Italian partisan song
Bella ciao mentioned in the text. The
text is a short-story, a fictive narrative
based on a real visit to the city. - In
the story historical and actual facts are
woven with the fiction. - Vaguely, the
story starts, in a metaphorical way,
where author Julio Cortázar’s House
Taken Over (Casa Tomada) ended, but
55 years later, in another country and
instead to enter in a house taken over
the character enters in a city taken
over to find out something he wasn’t
looking for.
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Zitat - Kant on Water
Curated by Elena Tsetaeva for The National
Center of Contemporary Art (NCCA),
Kaliningrad Branch - Performance / Installation Kaliningrad, Russia, July 2005

In our first visit to Kaliningrad our
host and friend Julia Bardoun, born
and grown up in the city, told us that
as a child - in Soviet times, when the
city was close to visitors - in holidays
she and her friends used to run to the
beach to collect pieces of styrofoam
(plastic-foam) from packages that
the sea carried ashore from “over
there”, from the forbidden other side.
Those fascinating objects, carriers of
a secret and incomprehensible code,
where appreciated collection items
and hard currency in the children’s
exchange business.
A couple of years later, while
preparing our work for the opening of
the NCCA’s new home, the Kronprinz
building, they visit us in Stockholm
and saw our street work Citat and
wished very much that we could do
something similar with philosopher
Emmanuel
Kant
in
Kaliningrad.
Because the lack of time and resources
it was unthinkable to do something
permanent, but we could paint some
quotations around the cathedral where
he is buried. Everybody liked the idea
as a temporal solution.But later on
we found out that it was impossible
to get the permit from the church.
Thinking about Julia’s childhood
memories we suggested then to invert
the children action and to send instead
to the other side a new message in
the same material, plastic-foam, with
a new code and meaning, a quotation
of Kant. Placed on water in the river
surrounding the little island where the
cathedral and Kant’s tomb is situated,
the quotation (in German and Russian)
will flow with the river to the sea and
away, away, to the other side.
The quotation, in German and Russian,
was:
THOUGHTS
WITHOUT
ARE
EMPTY.
IDEAS
CONCEPTS ARE BLIND

CONTENT
WITHOUT

If the quotations did manage to do
their way through bridges and ports,
they will be now somewhere in the
Baltic Sea.
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Habana Gold
9th Biennial of La Habana, Cuba - Dynamics of the
Urban Culture - March - April 2006 Intervention of
the San Ignacio street from Plaza de la Catedral
to Plaza Vieja in La Habana Vieja - Historic City
Center

The elevation of the low
Gold stays for the High, the Sublime,
the Sacred. Through gilding an object
you elevate it to a higher level and
value.
Through gilding the lowest and most
ignored objects of the street (sewers,
drainage’s, water pipes, wastebasket,
etcetera) we rescue them from their
”invisibility” and point out their
function and importance.
Without those elements no city in
the world would function. A water
sewer is as important as a beautiful
functional building even if the tourists
or the own inhabitants of the city
would not notice them.
To elevate the low is actually nothing
new in art, one can go back to
Altamira. Since the Renaissance,
when the artists start to shift the
focus from the sacred to the worldly,
the “low” motives of daily life have
being painted, sculptured, singed,
photographed, filmed.
What it does make the difference here
is the context and the site specific,
public space situation. Cuba today
and gold in the streets. An explosive
contraposition.
The context is the point. One thing is to
move an over decorated construction
machine to an art space or a fakir to
an art biennial room or a basket ball in
a aquarium to an art gallery.
The construction machine never went
back to a working situation but to a
museum’s collection as an exclusive
art piece, the ball never played
basketball, same for all the other art
objects.
Here the objects never leave it’s
own context or function, they never
change identity, but the ”art” came to
”re-value” them.
Even the ”lowest” elements are
important, vital, for every society, the
people of Havana understood that
very well and like it.
To give a value to the “low”...
Wasn’t that the intention of Castro’s
revolution? To gild the day...
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We started with a workshop in the Wifredo Lam Art
Center teaching our assistants how to gild. Later on we
went to the street, starting in the first corner of Plaza de
la Catedral and down San Ignacio street. Along the way
more and more people of all ages became interested
in our activity and spontaneous wanted to help. They
first watched, then asked why we are doing it and finally
taking bits of gold leaves and gluing it in the right spot.
Some days later, reaching Plaza Vieja we were a team of
more then 15 people gilding the street elements
We gilded more then 50 objects..
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Blatte de Luxe
A work with many perspectives

To conquer a language it is to conquer
an identity, to make the words yours
is to confirm your own existence, to
place the being in the present.
Generally, most sub-cultures grow
strongest with the youth. And
together with the language, the use
of particular brands has become
a system of identification for the
various
sub-cultures.
Choosing
specific brands to fit in with a group
can be as important as the choice of
words.
In Stockholm’s suburbs, the ”second
generation” of immigrants with poor
parents from hundreds of different
countries, feel an urgent need to
find a common identity as a way to
find strength when being faced with
discrimination of the white middle
and upper class society.
The word blatte is the Swedish
equivalent to USA’s ”nigger”. Used
originally by racists to name black
people, latter expanding into an insult
”fitting” all non-white and/or nonEuropean immigrants.
But like in the U.S, the youth in the
suburb have taken the word and
made it their own, calling each other
blatte.
It is still extremely politically incorrect
for non-blatte to use the word
though.
The Brand

The brand addresses to all the socalled ”blatte” - that means around
one third of the population and to the
”blatte-by-association” and ”blattesympathizer
The symbolic charge in the brand is
that there is a magnificence in being a
”blatte”. Having two or more cultures
at one’s disposal and often two or
more languages is a luxury, not a
burden as many of the young feel.
Why use that particular word? To
conquer it - from being depreciative
-, to disarm it and free it from it’s
negative meaning. To embrace and
taking pride in the own peculiarity.
Seeing it for what it can be, a
tremendous access to personal
success.
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A clothing line -

The first presentation of the brand
was a ”street fashion ” collection.
T-shirts, tops and hood-jackets with
the Blatte de Luxe logo printed or
embroidered. Produced in limited
editions of one hundred each,
numbered and signed; this is an art
project and not an investment in the
fashion business.
The Gala

The brand and clothes collection was
presented, as it should be, in a show,
a real gala.
The gala was done on the stage of
Kungsträdgården the most central
park of the city. Being the blatte
meeting point per excellence since
the 50’s and 60’s, with the first Greek
and Italian industrial labor immigrants
taking the park to their heart. It being
the closest to a Mediterranean Sea
atmosphere they could come in
Stockholm. It still is.

The awards

The essence of all galas is basically
celebrating a particular group in
society (sports, film, journalism,
design, music, etc) with the best
representatives of that group that
year receiving an award. We priced
the 10 best blattes of the year in
”The Blatte de Luxe Awards Gala - på
riktigt (for real)”
Nominees and Priced

The awards were divided into nine
different categories - music, film/
theater, literature, art, journalism,
politics, society, entrepreneur and
royalty (the queen of Sweden is a first
generation immigrant and the prince
and princesses second-generation
immigrants).
A marketing campaign consisting
of posters, flyers and ads in the
newspapers was done, asking the
general public to nominate and vote
for their favorite blatte. Anyone they
considered having done something
worth a reward.
The www.blattedeluxe.se
was set up with an e-mail
send the name and the
why the person, group or
should be awarded.

homepage
address to
motivation
institution

Hundreds and hundreds and hundreds
of nomination and voting e-mails
were received.
With over a hundred nominees. All
kinds of people were nominated, most
of them working to improving society
and creating a better understanding
between people.
A vivid discussion started emerging
in all Swedish newspapers, radio, and
television and on the internet about
who is a blatte and who is not, who
can use the word blatte, for or against
the project and so on.

The winners received their awards in
two turns, receiving a diploma and
flowers, a personal hood jacket with
their name embroidered in golden
thread, telling their statement warmly
received by the audience.

The Blatte de Luxe Awards Gala
- på riktigt

It is impossible to count how much
people passed by and stayed for a
while in the park but about 3.000
people were in front of the stage at all
times. Everybody ended up dancing
to the salsa/timba band Calle Real.

The gala was held on the 30 of July
2006 from 5 pm to 11 pm. It involved
about 90 people, everyone working
and performing voluntarily. Musicians,
dancers, actors, helpers of all kind in
a beautiful feeling of a huge family
party.

Started as a simple gesture, creating
a brand with a incorrect word,
almost for fun. Somewhere along
the way, the work became more and
more ”for real” (på riktigt) in the
meaning that people voted for real,
with humor but seriously. The gala
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was a real gala and not an artistic
simulacrum (as often one can see in
the art world, projects that pretend
to be something but they are not).
All the artists performed their own
repertoire and the winners were
sincerely very proud of being a
Blatte de Luxe. The artwork itself
took over and FA+ became just a
part of it, serving it.
Afterwards everybody, the audience,
the voters, the musicians, the park
administration, were all talking about
next year’s gala. The Blatte de Luxe
Awards Gala was repeted 2007 and
2008.
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into death so loved.

Around my neck is placed the chain of hair that is made in memory of the one I loved the most, into death so loved.

According
to
Ivan
Ivanissevich
–
PhD
in
Philosophy
specialized
in
Heidegger
–
there
are
stories/narratives
that
demand
to
be
told,
as
if
moved
by
an
inner
urgency. They
search
their
way
trough
until
they
find
their
medium
to
emerge.
In
that
way
he
interpreted
our
work
Il
Cadavere
Squisito
–
The Lady in bread – for the Venice Biennial:
The piece found the artists and not the other
way around as we would like to believe.

in Oslo) an image came to me; I
saw it clear in my head: Hair, blond
hair floating on water. Like seaweed
floats in the sea but it was blond
hair forming letters but at the same
time partly hiding the text that carries
them.

into
those
told.

There is no particular well-known
author from Falun but the city is
celebrated for its folk-song writers.
We tried in the search engine: “Falun
+ river + folk-song”. I vomited in
Falun’s river was the only concrete
answer, hardly interesting neither
poetic, a drunkard’s song. We
extended the search to the region –
Dalecarlia – and to the origin of the
folk songs, the “skillingtryck” (pennyprints, songs commenting the news
and what was going on in the villages
around). An interesting word popped
up: “Hårkullor” ( “Hair-ladies”). We
followed that track instead.

death
so
loved.
seems
hypothetical
narratives

to
be
looking

one
to

of
be

The reason why.

It was, from the curator’s side, an
explicit intention to expand the
Falun’s Triennial outdoors, out of the
show-room. There is a small river
crossing the city of Falun and there is
FA+, well known for its interventions
in the urban space, using – among
many other ingredients – text in their
work; like in Strindberg’s quotations in
a main street of Stockholm, Ibsen in
Oslo or the ephemeral Kant on Water
in Kaliningrad, formerly Königsberg.
It was an outspoken wish of the
curator, who saw the last mentioned
work and fell in love with it, to bring
Falun’s river and FA+ together to give
the Swedish spectators a chance to
see that kind of work.
We doubted. We had a very strong
conceptual reason as to why we
used text made out of styrofoam
in Kaliningrad’s river. She insisted,
sweetly and kindly, several times
until she convinced us and we agreed
to use text on water. But it had to be
different; we had to find the key, the
connection. The reason why.
We knew very little about Falun but
since the show was going to be in
some month, and we had to finish 2,
3 works prior to this, we felt we didn’t
have the necessary time to think or
do any research, it had to wait.
Suddenly, late one night, wile working
with another project with text (Ibsen
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We started to look for that hidden
text.

Suddenly it became a matter of
course to use hair, it belongs to the
culture of the region, women culture,
travelling women. There were hard
times, hunger; people had to leave
their home to survive, a tough
challenge for everybody and for love.
For those who stayed home and for
those who went away.
Then, came the text.
In a dissertation (Anna Sparr, Lund
University, 1997) about the hair-ladies
handicraft there was an quotation
from an 1830’s text as a – completely
unsentimentally – testimony that
hair jewellery could already be found
back then. The forgotten officer and
author Georg Adlesparre wrote in
his Farewell words to life: Around
my neck is placed the chain of hair
that is made in memory of the one
I loved the most, into death so
loved.
The narrative found its way trough.
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Myosotis sylvatica
Aflenz / Graz
A
project
in
remembrance
og
those
who
were
murdered
or
who
died
in
Aflenz
near
Leibnitz
1943-1945
a
subcamp
of
Mauthausen
concentration camp.

Wild flowers and traffic signs.

Background

Idea / Implementation

Mr. Trampusch knows Horror, the
smell of Horror. We have seen
pictures about Horror; we have
seen films, read books about it.
Everybody knows about the Horror of
the concentration camps we would
like to say. Nevertheless there are
forces in today’s society denying
the existence of Horror. We hear the
same rhetoric’s shaking up to life the
same racism, same anti-Semitism,
same xenophobic intolerance.

There is no doubt that reinforcement on the
memory of the concentration camp in Aflenz
is very necessary, both in Aflenz and Graz.

The feebleness of memory.
Walking around Aflenz we saw nothing
but a bucolic Austrian postcard
landscape. Where once a mass
grave, fragile wild flowers trembling
with the wind; Himmelschlüssel,
Schneeglöckchen, Hänsel & Gretel,
tall trees as witnesses. Meanwhile,
in the yard of the town’s tavern,
hoist in a flag-poll and as a sticker in
some cars, the flag of USA’s Southern
States. While eating in Graz coffee
houses we ask our table’s neighbours
what did they knew about the Aflenz
concentration camp. None. Never
heard about it.
In our collective memory the Nazi
concentration camps are directly
– and almost exclusively - linked
with the Holocaust.
Looking at
Mauthausen prisoner’s population we
get to know that the concentration
of Jewish people was at most the
10% of the total inmates. Who were
the remaining 90%? We looked at it:
Anyone, whoever. The motives for
imprisonment were many, intricated
many. Large amount of people have
being kidnapped because the Nazis
needed cheap labour forces for their
factories, simple as that. Anybody for
any reason could end hers/his life in a
concentration camp.
In their obsession for bureaucratic
order, the Nazis developed a badge
coding system for an easy overlook
of the prisoners cause and status, in
order to decide the level of torture to
submit them; a long range in sadism,
being the Jewish people always the
worst out.
That badge coding system was an
analogue copy of the well established
traffic signs scheme; in the traffic the
signs are accepted by everybody as
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an organization for security in every day’s
life, something meant to protect the people.
Now again the Nazis invert the symbols.

The Neo-Nazi argumentations focus now
their xenophobic hatred “only” against
what they call the alien bodies in society.
We think it is very important to meet that
simplifying and confusing manoeuvre by
pointing out that in such ideology everybody
is a potential target, a potential alien in their
hunger for power. The Nazi regime violated
and victimized all levels of society. No one
was safe. No one will be safe if we allow
those forces to repeat same hate.
Looking at it we become aware that in
the badge coding system there is one or
more badges that suit each one of us and
most likely everyone we know. We guess
all citizens will find out the same, their
own badge.
In order to regain the Nazi transvestism of the
traffic signs and close the circle of symbols,
we want to create a new generation of
traffic signs containing, in the same street
language, the concentration camps code.
The aim of this action is to, unexpected,
confront the by passers with a sign that it’s
pointing out his/hers possible identity and
categorisation in a concentration camp, or
a friend’s or a member of his/hers family,
which would indicate that person could have
been transferred to a concentration camp.
In Aflenz the population of the town
was kidnapped and forced to witness, in
complete silence, the Horror created by the
Nazi machinery. As the wild flowers, born in
the very same place and just as innocent,
they were forced to suffer the nightmare life
has become. Just like the flowers they could
be trampled at any moment for any reason.
Their life became as fragile as the flowers.To
be re-named, re-titled could mean dead. In
traffic’s sign a flower, below another traffic
sign with the classification in the camp.
The flowers as witness and a symbolic
reminder of those who died 1943-45.
Several times, in our artistic projects, we
met survivors of similar violations, torture
and denigrations, they all say the same:
SILENCE is the worst, silence as if it never
did happen to me. Talk about it!
Any discussion provoked by this work is
most welcome and highly necessary.

Badge coding system

The shape was chosen by analogy with the common triangular road hazard signs in
Germany that denote warnings to motorists. Here, a triangle is called inverted because
its base is up while one of its angles points down.
Note: Black triangle: so-called "Asocial elements" (mentally retarded, alcoholics,
vagrants, "Jenische", the habitually "work-shy", lesbian women and prostitutes, some
anarchists, “The boys of the Swing” youngsters that follow English fashion and listen
to Jazz.). Brown triangle: Roma (”Zigeuner” Gipsy, previously wore the Black Triangle)
It were many possible combinations of badges. The prisoners could wear six or more
at the same time.
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Graz - Traffic signs and locations in the streets
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Aflenz Local flower's signs and locations at the massgrave
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Ibsen Sitat

A
permanent
installation
of
Ibsen’s
quotations
in
Oslo’s
most
central
street,
Karl-Johans
street,
from
his
last
residence
at
Arbins
street,
through the route he walked every day at the
end of his life -at exactly the same time- to
the Grand Café.
1800 meter installation of Ibsen’s quotations
using New Oslo font. Stainless steel letters
on granite, Oslo 2002 - 2008

The work was initially curated by Mr
Gavin Jantjes, Nasjonalmuseet and
finalised in cooperation with Ibsen
Museet, Senteret for Ibsenstudier and
Foreningen HovedstadsAksjonen
The selection of the quotations was
done in collaboration with students
and other citizens of Oslo and all over
Norway
With generous support from the Cultural
Fund Sparebankstiftelsen DnB NOR that
on 11th Sept. 2008 donates the FA+
artwork Ibsen Sitat to the City of Oslo
to be preserved for its inhabitants and
for the generations to come. Our thanks
and endless love to Sissel Karlsen!
Discrete monumentalism, is one of the
characteristics in this permanent work
which synthesises and in a magnificent
way includes many of the premises that
FA+ work with.
The work, which is “merely” comprised
of 1800 metre long line of letters cut
out in stainless steel and set in granite,
has finally changed the choreography of
the street. With this simple and elegant
conceptual act, FA+ summarise and go
beyond what many artists, politicians,
ideologues, and cultural personalities
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have discussed for years; to present high
culture at street level without making any
exceptions in form or substance.
The work is the street and the street is the
work. Both of these elements speak the
same language. The use of typography for
the letters is totally free from decoration
to obtain maximal ease in reading, and it
is the same type of font used for public
information boards in Oslo.
The line starts (or ends) by Ibsen’s last
residence (now Ibsen’s museum) and
continues along the same stretch of road
where he took his daily walk to and from
Grand Cafe. It is possible that the work
passes by places where a few of these
citations were composed. The line of
citations offers a fresh alternative to the
unavoidable pollution of reading material
about bargains, sales and advertisements
from the shops along the street.
A main issue in the concept of FA+ is to
involve the citizens in the selection of
quotation. In Oslo this has been done in
collaboration with students, homeless,
bank costumers all over Norway, and by
anybody that has visited the webpage
www.ibsensitat.no Finally they have been
carefully controlled by the world’s leading
expertise on Ibsen, Professor Vigdis Ystad
in collaboration with Ibsen Museum’s
Director Erik Edvardsen.
This work has resulted in a permanently
open book where people travel through
the texts or can walk beside, walk on
top of them, read them and which will
continue to be a permanent introduction
to the author for the coming generations
of readers.
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The work Ibsen Sitat is an important step in one of Falk and
Aguerre’s long term projects: to create the world’s library
on the streets, where each city presents its authors directly
on the pavement and in their own words. This project has
started in Stockholm with Strindberg (1994-1998), now
Ibsen's texts is permanent in Oslo
and the project may continue with
Borges in Buenos Aires, Joyce
in Dublin, Ginsberg in New York,
Mishima in Tokyo… until poetry is
accessible around the planet.
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Ingrid Falk & Gustavo Aguerre...
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Info/CV

Catalogue layout by Gustavo Aguerre
All texts, except those where others are mentioned, are written
in cooperation FA+ and Ivan Ivanissevich, PhD in Philosophy and
Art history.
All photos are taken by FA+, except: Page 2: Tsemaye Hambraeus
- page 6: Jan Wirén - page 31: Cato Lein - page 145, 146, 147
Christer Folkesson.
FA+ is the cover name used for various projects done by artists Ingrid
Falk (born in Stockholm) and Gustavo Aguerre (born in Buenos Aires)
in collaboration. The + stays for other participants that changes
from project to project. FA+ is based in Stockholm.
”We add the first letter of the other participants surname to the
group’s name, forming constellations like FAWE, FAWPM, FALL,
FAKP, subtitles for cataloguing the works. An important part of
FA+ strategy is the flexibility in front of each project; the concepts,
the people we work with, the places, the materials etc, are always
open to change. We try to avoid to be prisoners of any dogma
(even ours).”

FA+ WORKS SINCE 1992:
FAWE 0 Stockholm for sale
Large images (45 m x 45 m) projected on the facade of a skyscraper in the heart of Stockholm, November 1992 - FA+ Wetter
& Eriksson
FAW 1 White Shadows
55 white human sized figures. They were fastened onto trees in the
city of Stockholm, February 1993 - FA+ Wetter
FAW 2 Igloo
Igloo built out of 52 refrigerators, each of these contained an assembly made out of garbage, and a performance in Stockholm,
May 1993 - FA+ Wetter
FAWP 3 Il Cadavere Squisito
Venice Biennial. A life-sized figure of a sitting woman made completely out of bread. She was placed in the middle of Piazza San
Marco, for the Venice Biennial, to be eaten by birds. Venice, Italy
1993 And the poetical end of that story Reliquias, exhibited in
Stockholm 1994 - FA+ Wetter & Pellegrini
FAW 4 No trespassing
Multiple sculptures composed of double fences were placed in
ten different locations around the city of Stockholm, March 1994
- FA+ Wetter
FAWPM 5 L´Art de Triomphe
An arch of triumph (16 m high and 18 m wide) constructed using
24 containers. The arch functioned as a cultural space in a central
park in Stockholm, May 1994 - FA+ Wetter, Pellegrini, Miles, Hellner,
Herlöfson, Reich & Szyber.
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FAWPM 6 Water
Five installations about water in a water-mill, Uppsala, June 1994
- FA+ Wetter, Pellegrini & Miles
(sub)FA-01 Citat
Quotations from Strindberg painted on one of the main streets in
Stockholm (Drottninggatan), August 1994
FAW 7 You are here
The Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. we painted red spots in anonymous locations around the city (and in an art gallery) in Stockholm,
October 1994 - FA+ Wetter
FAW 8 We Care! på riktigt
We created a charity organisation. We collected clothes for the
people of Gothenburg from Stockholm, May 1995 - FA+ Wetter
FAW 9 House of Cards
We decided to build a monument with the fences in the shape of
a card house: A monument to fragility in Stockholm, May 1995 FA+ Wetter
FAW 10 A Wind Called Progress
An archaeological representation of wind as a cultural phenomenon,
an installation with the wings from an wind-powerstation and objects
that creates wind in Uppsala, June 1995 - FA+ Wetter
(sub)FA-02 Shadows
Paintings on the streets with shadows of artists looking like
Strindberg in Stockholm, August 1995
FAH 11 Floating
Video-sound-installation in a large boat in Stockholm, November
1995 - FA+ Hellner
FAH 12 Stockholm 1
Videoinstallation in the Academy of Fine Arts. January 1996 - FA+
Hellner
FAH 13 Stockholm 2
Videoinstallation in the Art Fair Smart Show, March 1996 - FA+
Hellner
FAS 14 El-Arab
Internet-project by Casmo Info, started in March-96 - FA+ Sonesson
FALL 15 Spaghetti á la Bosnolaise
Large installation out of polythene pipes, manikins and heavy sound,
in an open Place at a central park in Stockholm, May 1996 - FA+
London & Lee

FA 16 Say Hello!
An In- and outdoor-installation about Mankind in Uppsala, June
1996

FAU 27 And the Winner Is.
We transformed the Stockholm Poetry Festival into the Scandinavian
Poetry Contest in Stockholm, December 1997 - FA+ Uhrwing

FA 17 Dig A Loo
Large installation with toilets in a central park during the Stockholm
Water festival, August 1996

FAM 28 The Art of Survival
Photo-suite / installation in the windows of a jeans shop in Stockholm, February 1998 - FA+ Maruri

(sub) FA-03 Manuscript
Large copies of Strindberg’s manuscripts glued onto a main street
in Stockholm, August 1996

FAPM...29 DinnerOnDinner
A Dinner Event and Video-installation in Chiaravalle Milano, March
1998 - FA+ Pelegrini, Mocellin & guests
FALPS...30 The London Dinner
A Dinner Event and Video-installation in Gallery Rich and Famous in
London, October 1998 - FA+ Lee, Ponton, Simson & guests

FAPHE...18 The Dinner Event
A dinner and a video-recorded event (in project ’Contagion’) in
Stockholm, October 1996 - FA+ Pellegrini, Hartman, Eizin, Castillo,
Lee, Escandell, Wrånge, Capelán, Peirone, Casmo Info, Nieckels,
Engblom, Lundström, Sonesson, Gustafsson, Nikkola, Hensjö,
Storsäter, Arnstberg, Bovallius, Nordström, Greko, DanielssonTham & Schubert
FAGNS...18,5 Om Smitta
A Seminary about Contagion in Stockholm, October 1996 - FA+
Giesecke, Nordström, Shubert, Arnstberg, Danielsson-Tham,
Greko, Wallenstein, Bovalius, Escandell, Nikkola, Casmo Info, Lee
& Sonesson
FAC 19 Middag.doc
Video and bacteria installation, in ’Contagion’ in Modern Art Museum
Stockholm, Oct 1996 - Feb 1997 - FA+ Castillo
FAKP 19,5 recept
Recipe book, about ’Contagion’ released in Stockholm, October
1996 - FA+ Kalle & Per
FA 20 For the Elite Only
Installation with fences and body-guards in a Stockholm Night-club,
November 1996
FA 21 Toasted
Installation with toasted bread at Stockholm Art Fair, March 1997
FANH 22 Cyber-Smitta
The ’Smitta’ (Contagion) home page at the web since March 1997
- FA+ Nikkola & Hansen
FA 23 Re-Toasted
More toasted bread. Installation for ’Cosmopolis’, Roda Sten,
Gothenburg, March 1997
FAPLP...24 Contagion = The Other
17 artists working in Malmö and at Malmö Art Museum and a Tabloid
on the theme ’Contagion’ curated by FA+, in Malmö, May 1997
- FA+ Pellegrini, Lee, Peirone, Casmo Info, Castillo, Aros, Peirone
(jr.), Simpson, Ponton, Mocellin, Baruchello, Bonfanti, Christensson,
Sonneson, Arntsberg, Nikkola, Greko, Danielsson-Tham, Berg,
Lynch, Capelán & Giesecke
FAH 25 Utgång (Exit)
A Huge container-installation with sound at Haga Gallery SolnaStockholm, May-Aug 1997 - FA+ Hellner
FA 26 CITAT
The Strindberg Quotations as a permanent art piece in the city.
800 meters of Stainless steel letters on asphalt, Drottninggatan
Stockholm 1997-1998

FAPPLCNIBG 31 Just For The Record
An exhibition about the project ’Contagion’ in The Royal Academy
(IASPIS) Stockholm, December 1998 - FA+ Pellegrini, Ponton, Lee,
Casmo Info, Nikkola & IBG students
FA 32 Heterogénesis
A special-edition of the Magazine Heterogénesis about FA+ in
Swedish, Spanish and English, April 1999
FAO... 33 Contagious // Lunch Live // Venice
Biennial
A Dinner Event and Video-installation and a Seminar in the Italian
Pavilion, at the Oreste Project in the Venice Biennale, July 1999
FA+ Oreste, Lee, Ponton, Simpson, Pellegrini, Rocca-Pellegrini
& guests
FA 34 Hand With Fork
Installation for Galleria Milano at Athen Art-fair Athen, Greece
September 1999
FA 35 The Dinner and The Toaster
A Dinner Event and Video-installation and a 7 X 4 meter mosaic done
with toasts at Galleria Milano Italy, October-November 1999
FAB 36 Tripple Chris
A 10 min TV-program for national TV1/ Bildjournalen, designed like
a future Artprogram were FA+ appears like 2 clone of the programs
host Christoffer Barnekow, Dec 1999 - FA+ Barnekow
FA 37 Reliquias 2
Installation for Galleria Milano at ARCO, Madrid February 2000
FA 38 The Memory of Marnay-Sur-Seine
Foto and Video-installations and mixed media, produced in CAMAC
art centre, exhibitet in CAMAC and Centre Culturel Suédois, Paris,
Maj 2000
FAZA 39 The End of Capitalism, Part II /The Ship
of Fools
A video, sound and mixed media -installation situated at Modern
Art Museum, curated by Fylkingen Stockholm -FA+ Zacrisson &
Aguerre (jr.) Aug-Sep 2001
FA 40 The Toaster
A 4,5 X 5 meter wall-installation with toased bread. Pax securitas
an installation with surveillance-cameras and monitors. 1:st International Art Biennal, Buenos Aires, at Museo Bellas Artes, curated
by Jorge Glusberg, 6 dec 2000 - 31 january 2001
FAA 41 Contra - Natura
Installation with food-plants in war, mixed media and sound at
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Edsvik Art-space, curated by Maria Fridh May-July 2001 FA+ T.T.
Aguerre
FA 42 The Art of Survival
Trans/Form 1- photo-suite of Swedish families in arms, Konstnärshuset, Stockholm, Sweden - June 2001. Trans//Form 2
- Sternersenmuseet, Oslo, Norway - July 2001. Trans//Form 3 Gallery Overgarden, Köpenhamn, Danmark. Dec 2001 - Jan 2002.
Trans//Form 4 - Narva Muuseum, Kunsti Galeri, Narva, Estonia.
May - July 2002. Trans//Form 5 - Latvia’s Gallery. Riga, Latvia.
August - September 2002.

4 installations for Ideologuia 2, 2nd Nordic Art Biennial at Alingsås Art
Museum and Röda Sten Art Space, Gothenburg, Sweden – MayAugust 2003.

FA 43 The Other Dead
Installation with photosand a sculpture of sacramental wafers for
Ideologia 1 Nordic Art Biennial 01 at Röda Sten Art Space, curated
by Jonas Stampe, Gothenburg June - September 2001

FAAB... 53 SIKB (r)
Creators and curators of South’s International Art Biennial, group
show in the public space of Söder neighbourhood, Stockholm, in
collaboration with Intercult. September 2003. FA+ Ask, Bal, Black
& Colakides, Borggårg & Maneva, Capelán, Carlsson, Casares,
Casarino, Casco, Cattelan, Davinio, Diaz, Dolci, Dussauge &
Johansson, Elggren, Elovsson, Emin, Grossi, Hambraeus, Hayashi, Hatoum, Hirst, Jelaca, Johansson & Petersson, Kullmann,
Lavagnino, Leander, Lee, Lorca, Lundberg, Michaeli, Michie,
Mood, Mora, Orne, Murúa, Pajunen, Ramadan, Rundgren, Scala,
Schlicher, Skoko, Stanojkovik, Sternudd, Varela, Wartena, Wester,
Wågstam, Zakrzewska.

FA 44 Schengen-Tours 1
Tirana Biennial, installation with photos, logos, model and t-shirts
for 1st Art Biennial of Tirana, for Killing me softly curated by Jan-Erik
Lundström, Albania Sep-Oct 2001

FA 54 L'Art de Triomphe (Revisited)
Arch of triunf done with containers for The Hague Sculpture 2004 Giants, placed in front of the Central Station. Ten years after the first
time in Stockholm. The Hague, Holland, June-September 2004

FA 45 Schengen-Tours 2
BildMuseet, an extended version from Tirana with video, mixed
media installation and container, for Transfer curated by Jan-Erik
Lundström at BildMuseet Umeå Sep 2001-Jan 2002

FATLK 55 FA+TLK
Hyper-realistic sculpture group representing Falk, Aguerre and
the musitians of the hip-hop group The Latin Kings. For the show
Swedish Hearts at Modern Museum, Stockholm. June-September
2004

FA 46 Healing Time
Outdoors installation whit hospital bed-frames and figures burned
in the grass for BELEF, Belgrade’s Summer Art Event/Land Art.
Curated by punktum art experiment, Snezana Skoko and Dragana
Marcovich. Belgrade, Serbia, July – August 2002.
FA 47 Art Storm
Outdoors photo installation in public publicity spaces and art institutions in 5 cities of Scandinavia.
Sweden – Malmö – Malmö Konsthall – July 2002
Norway – Stavanger – Stavanger Kulturhus - July 2002
Island – Reykjavik – The Reykjavik Artmuseum - July 2002
Finland – Tampere – Kulttuuritalo Telakka - July 2002
Denmark – Odense – Brandts Kloedefabrik - July 2002
FA 48 The Influence of Jackson Pollok in The
Israeli Army
Photo-print for the show Limes, curated by Ximena Narea, Lunds
Fotogalleri, Lund, Sweden and Umé Glokal 9.11, Art Magazine –
Special Edition, Umeå, Sweden, September 2002
FA 49 Family Portraits
Wall installation – Petri-dishes, bacteria, hairs, dust, fibre, papers
and glue on polycarbonate; for the 2nd Buenos Aires International
Art Biennial, curated by Jorge Glusberg at the National Museum of
Fine Arts. Buenos Aires, Argentina, Nov. / Dec. 2002
FA 50 Virgin With Horns
Outdoor installation with colour photograph 120 x 180 cm. for
SIGHT.SEEING, 4th Austrian Triennial on Photography, curated by
Werner Fenz and Sandra Abrams, Graz, Austria - January 2003
FA 51 Schengen-Tours Expanded
The National Maritime Museum, expanded from BildMuseet as
a large installation. Curated by Maria Fridh at Maritime Museum,
Stockholm, Sweden - April-August 2003.
FA 52 Schengen-Tours The Large Wave + The
End of the Sublime + The Influence of J.P.
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FA 56 I was just about + Pax Securitas
Revisited – Sophienholm “C/O” curated by Miguel Vega
Olivares, Veo Friis Jespersen, Kopenhagen September-Oktober
2004
FA 57 FA+Norén/KRIG - street installation of traffic signs
with text of the author Lars Norén – curated by Magdalena
Smidova, Forum for the Living History and Riksteatern - Lund,
Linköping, Umeå, Botkyrka, Gothenburg, Vara and Stockholm,
Sweden September-December 2004
FA 58 A Cadaver’s Note Book - AbraCadaver! The
2004 Paperveins Museum of Art Biennial. Curated by Kóan
Jeff Baysa and Virgil Wong. New York City, USA. November December 2004
FA 59 Black Days and White Nights and The Art of
Survival - New installation and photo serie for "Safe". Curated by
Torun Ekstrand at Blekinge Art Museum and Karlskrona Art Hall,
June - September 2005
FA 60 The Mythical Foundation of Kaliningrad A
suite of six photo collages including text, a part of the project Kaliningrad Taken Over for the Art Guide of Kaliningrad, curated by Elena
Tsetaeva and produced by The National Center of Contemporary
Art curated by Julia Bardoun, Kaliningrad, June 2005
FAM 61 Kaliningrad Taken Over
A photo book/art object with a short story by Gustavo Aguerre
and a soundtrack by Membranoid (Danil Akimov), Kaliningrad Stockholm 2003/2005
FAM 62 Vestiges
A video and objects installation with a soundtrack by Membranoid.
Part of the project Kaliningrad Taken Over for opening of The
National Center of Contemporary Art curated by Elena Tsetaeva
Kaliningrad, July 2005
FA 63 Zitat - Kant on Water

A quotation of Immanuel Kant in Russian and German made in
styrofoam and placed in the river beside the cathedral where he is
buried. For The National Center of Contemporary Art, Kaliningrad,
July 2005
FAH 64 L’Art de Triomphe - Barcelona
Arch with containers and a soundtrack composed by Carl Michael
Herlöfsson in the new port of the city, for Interferencia curated by
Juan Eduardo Lopes and Marató, Barcelona, July 2005
FAH 65 Ibsen Sitat
Installation of the first four (of 80) permanent quotations of Henrik
Ibsen in Karl Johan street in the central Oslo, Norway - Work in
progress to be finished 2007- Stainless steel on granite. 1st and
2nd phase.Oslo, November 2005 - October 2006
FAH 66 Habana Gold
Street intervention in La Habana Vieja in Cuba, for The 9th International Art Biennial of Havana. Aplication of gold leaves to the
lowest street elements (sewers, drainages, water pipes, wastebasket, etcetera) along San Ignacio street (700 meters) from Plaza de
la Catedral to Plaza ViejaHavana, March -April 2006

at Gävle Konstcentrum and Seminary On War. - Gävle, Sweden
- April - May 2008
FA 75 Resistance Web animation - for Urban Jealousy - The 1st International Roaming
Biennial of Tehran. - Istanbul, Turkey - 30th May - 6th July 2008
FA 76 Myosotis sylvatica Photo - A proposal for a memorial of the concentration camp
at Aflenz bei Leibnitz, Austria at the Künstlerhaus Graz. Curated
by Werner Fenz, Evelyn Kraus, Birgit Kulterer - Institut für Kunst
im öffentlichen Raum Steiermark - Graz, Austria - June - August
2008
FA 77 Word's war Photo and manipulated street signs installation - Stockholm's Poetry
Festival, 00tal Magazine. The Royal Dramatic Theatre. - Stockholm,
Sweden - November 2008
FA 78 Lagerlöf Citat Permanent installation of Selma Lagerlöf quotation in the central
street of Falun city - Falun, Sweden - July 2009

FA 67 Far From A Deceitful World
The works FA+Norén / The Art of Survival - Kaukana Kavala Mailmaa
- Saarijärvi Musuem. Curated by Torun EkstrandJyväskylä, Finland,
June – October 2006

FA 79 Conversatioon Pieces Photo and objects installation at V.art09 International Artfair - New
Art Platform.- Värnamo, Sweden - September 2009

FA... 68 Blatte de Luxe
Creation of a new brand and a clothes collection + an Awards Gala
with 6 hours of music, sketches and rewards + a homepage where
the Stockholm people voted their 10 favorite ”Blatte” (immigrant)
who were priced as ”de Luxe” during the evening. The Awards Gala
was an open air, free show possible only because the great support
of Sam Carlkquist / Kungsträdgården AB + all the artist and assistants who participated.Kungsträdgården, Stockholm, July 2006

L´Art de Triomphe Multi-medial Art Event, Stockholm, May 1994.

Curatorial Works

FA 69 Opening - Louise Bourgeois at the Reina
Sofía Art Center, Madrid Photo Installation for RELATIONS Curated by Dror Feiler & Gunilla
Sköld Feiler at the new art space TEGEN 2Stockholm, September
- October 2006

Water Five installations, at Ekeby Qvarn Art Space, Uppsala, June
1994
The Dinner Event Inter-disciplinary Art Event, Stockholm, October
1996.
Om Smitta A Seminary about Contagion in Stockholm, October
1996.
recept Recipe book, about ’Contagion’ released in Stockholm, October
1996.
Contagion = The Other Group exhibition at Malmö Art Museum and
a Tabloid on the theme ’Contagion’, Malmö, May 1997.
Just For The Record Group exhibition in The Royal Academy
(IASPIS) Stockholm, December 1998.

FA 70 smitta.doc Video and objects installation, documentation of the project Smitta
for the permanent collection of Malmö Art Museum. Collection
1995-2007 -Malmö, March - April 2007

Contagious // Lunch Live // Venice Biennial An Art Event, Videoinstallation and a Seminar in the Italian Pavilion, at the Oreste Project
in the Venice Biennale, July 1999.

FA 71 Communion Photo and paper intallation for The Philosophical Brothel, curated by
Raphael Vella at St James Cavalier, Centre for Creativity - Valletta,
Malta - May - June 2007

Ideologuia 2 Group exhibition, Swedish participants for the 2nd
Nordic Art Biennial at Röda Sten Art Space, Gothenburg, Sweden
– May-August 2003.

FA... 72 Blatte de Luxe 07 The second edition of the Gala (see FA...68) with a new constellation
of artists and winners. Now again possible only thanks the help of
plenty of friends. - Kungsträdgården, Stockholm, July 2007
FA 73 - into death so loved. A new site-specific work. Hair on water, in the Falun's stream
between the Falun and Klabb bridges for Duplicate 07 - Falun’s
Triennial of Contemporary Art. - Falun, Sweden - August - September 2007
FA 74 On War New works - 10 diptychs (photo + object) and three sculptures

Examensutställning 2003 Group exhibition for the Umeå Fine Arts
Academy at BildMuseet, Umeå, Sweden, May 2003

Examensutställning 2003 Group exhibition for the Umeå Fine Arts
Academy at the Royal Art Academy’s exhibition space, Stockholm,
Sweden, August 2003.
(r) - SIKB (r) Creators and curators of South’s International Art
Biennial, group show in the public space of Söder neighbourhood,
Stockholm, in collaboration with Intercult September 2003.

Lectures, seminars, guest-professors
Seminary about contagion as a methaphor Om Smitta at ABF
Stockholm, October 1996
Workshop Smitta at FA+ Studio, October 1996
Workshop The Other at Malmö Art Museum, Malmö, May 1997
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Lecture at Uppsala University, The view of the artists Protein
engineering, Oct - Dec 1998
Seminar in the Italian Pavilion, at the Oreste Project in the Venice
Biennial, July 1999
Lecture at Graphic School in Stockholm To run a project February 2000Lecture at Uppsala University, Art is not a Science May
2001
Lecture FA+ Works at the Art Academy of Belgrade, July 2002
Lecture about Urban Art at City Art Hall, Belgrade, July 2002
Lecture about FA+ at Work at the Bellas Artes Museum, Buenos
Aires November 2002
Four lectures at Intercult Visual arts in public spaces, in Feb. March 2003
Mentors and extern examiners for the Academy of Fine Arts in
Umeå, Master degree
of Arts 2002-2003
Lecture at Forsberg Design School How to communicate to in
Stockholm Sep 2003
Six lectures for Intercult Visual arts in public spaces in Nov-Dec
2003
Seminar and debate at ABF Gothenburg Feminism and international artists in
Scandinavia June 2003
Lecture about Art in Belgrade at the Academy of Fine Arts, Umeå,
2003
Seminar and open debate organized by NIFCA and the international
Biennial in
Gothenburg August 2003
Seminar and open debate about Situationism organized by ABF
and Paletten in
Gothenburg Sep 2003
Seminar on Art in Buenos Aires Umeå Fine Arts Academy May
2004
Seminar about FA+ works From Strindberg-citat Stockholm to
Ibsen-sitat Oslo,
Voksenåsen, Oslo Sep 2004
Workshop about To frame a Nation - National Identity at the Modern
Art Museum, Stockholm, June 2004
Lecture on The Urban Landscape at Södertörns Highschool,
Stockholm, April 2005
Lecture about The Mythical Foundation of Kaliningrad at the National
Center of Contemporary Art, Kaliningrad, July 2005
Lecture about Art in the street at the National Center of Contemporary Art, Kaliningrad, July 2005
Workshop How to Gild at the Art Center Wifredo Lam, Havana,
March 2006
Workshop Ibsen Sitat with students from Oslo’s schools to select
quotations of the author, Oslo, April 2006
Lecture about FA+ Colaborative Art Projects for Kontinua III - Nordiska akvarellmuseet, Tjörn, Sweden, October 2006
Lecture and hearing for SKISS: Rannsakning II - Konstfack, Stockholm , November 2006
Lecture Communion, Religion and Food in the Work of FA+ at St
James Cavalier, Centre for Creativity, Valletta, Malta, May 2007
Lecture Cultural planning and art in public space, Konstcentrum,
Gävle, Sweden May 2008
Lecture Comunicate with art - The Room, innovation and tradition.
Mälardalens Högskola, Eskilstuna, October 2008
Seminary and workshop Women and war - A visual art project for
the Regional Advisors for the Visual Arts of Västerbotten, Österbotten, Västernorrland, Sweden - Finland May 2009
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The Artists
Gustavo Aguerre
and Ingrid Falk
Receive the

Honorary Prize of the City of Stockholm
Motivation
If the value of art and artists is judged based upon the degree of the ability to communicate and the power to inspire, then FA+ are in the heavyweight class.
In their art projects and as tutors for young artists FA+ has left a warm impression on
the life of art here on our northern latitudes, for a long period of time. They have in
words and action taught us that art is the same as taking responsibility for the society
in which we live, the sunny side as well as the dark side.

FA+
Ingrid Falk & Gustavo Aguerre
Drottninggatan 71 A, 111 36 Stockholm / Sweden
Fax/Tel:+46 (8) 796 92 92,
E-mail: fa.art@comhem.se
www.fa-art.pp.se
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